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ABSTRACT

Profitable performance of an industrial unit depends on

a rationale production system. The level of performance

depends solely on the production policy along with any other

relevant factors. Establishment of a clearcut relation

between the level of performance and cost of production as a

whole would require such considerations as,

i. Use~of mathematical tools and Scientific

methodology of Operations Research .(OR)

and statistics.

ii. Scientific approach of record keeping,

sorting, and retrieval of basic data etc.

The present research work is intended primarily to

explore the use of OR techniques and demonstrate their

application to an industrial unit through its different

stages of production decisions.

The work starts with an analysis of the production

system of the Mimi Chocolate Factory, with the aim to find

out idle time of both man and machine, the bottlenecks in

the production system.

Secondly, the work is concerned with the estimation of

demand of the products through the use of the historical
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sales data of past 24 months of consecutive periods. The

Winters' method of exponential smoothing was applied for the

purpose.

Thirdly, the work is concerned with the determination

of the optimal product-mix of the Mimi products. An LP model

was developed on the basis of plant capacity,availability of

man-hrs. and machine-hrs., ingredients and forecasted

demand.

Finally, an optimum procurement policy for some of the

major raw materials and ingredients of Mimi chocolate

factory was formulated on the basis of various cost elements

related to inventory. The Dynamic Programming technique was

applied to arrive at a solution to each of the ingredients

of the problem.
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Cha.pter I
INTHODUCTIO

The country's industrial sector,

sectors, is suffering in most situations both in strategic

planning and execution due to lack of endeavours and efforts

directed in line with Operations Research (OR) thinking. The

industrial sector along with other vitally important sectors

of the economy is reluctant to use mathematics in its

decision making. The present study is thus devoted to find

an application of OR in a small to medium size production

unit so that it may take rational decisions using

quantitative techniques.

1.1 THE RATIONALEOF THE PRESENTWORK

The process of industrial ization, its development and

growth influence mostly the agricultural development which

in turn ensures the economic growth of the country.

It has been reported by the Bureau of Statistics[25]

that the overall production in some sectors of the economy

to have gone down which has affected the financial efficacy

of mills & factories in jute & cotton textile as well as

engineering and food & sugar sectors. At current prices

contribution of industries sector to the GDP (mining,

manufacturing, country's electricity, gas and water) was

16.69% in 1981, while in 1988-89 it was 15.26%.

Corresponding contribution of the manufacturing sector to



the GDP at current prices drop from 10.40% in 1980-81 to
7.82% in 1988-89. The manufacturing sector growth rate
during 1988-89 was 2.56% per annum while the GDP itself grew
at the rate of 3.20% which reveals the poor performance of
the sector. The purpose of the present work is not to
explore and search for the possible reasons and factors
behind the above cause and not even to suggest strategies
and solutions and possible way to alleviate the situation.
Moreover, the objective of the present work is not to
investigate at the macro level but to look into matters at
the operational unit level. It is however believed 'that if
the operational units of industries operate efficiently,
their sum would make the whole of the economy efficient.

From a survey, it has been identified that unplanned
system of production is one of the inhibitive factors in the
field of production. A proper and prior development of
systems would ensure proper utilization of man-power and
machines and this would boost the enterprises to become
profitable.

Developing countries are incapable of raising the
industrial growth with their own technology and limited
resources. Thus, they have to spend a huge amount of
valuable foreign currency for import of technology,
equipment and machinery. With scarce resources, what the
country needs most, at this stage for proper industrial
development is a rigorous industrial planning. An important
analytical tool to the industrial planners, project
directors and production managers as has been proven in many
situations is the OR, which refers to the standard
Industrial Engineering Techniques.

2



1.2 OPKRATIONSRKSKARCH TECHNIQUES IN INDUSTRIAL.. .PROBLEM SOLVING

Operat ions Research (OR) approach could be appl ied in
decision making problems in strategic situations met within
industry, agricultural and various field of economy. The

oldeatprofession which has been involved in a sophisticated
OR work is that of an actuary who has been applying life

cont igency, probab iIity and various mathemat ics and other
i

methods t"O enable the life offices to decide what the

premium rates of various policies should be, how best
profits could be distributed in case of with profit
policies, etc. The problem in industry start from
procurement of raw materials upto. the despatch of the
finished products. In both developing and developed
economies, there is a great scope of developing an OR
approach towards planning. The basic problem in most of the
developing countries in Asia & Africa is to weedout poverty

and hunger as quickly as possible; there is a great scope
for economists, statisticians, administrations, politicians,

technicians work together to workout this problem with an OR
approach.

The OR approach needs to be equally developed in
various agricultural problems, (nevertheless, there have
been successful applications of OR in industries in
developed countries). The scientific approach aims at giving
a quantitative analysis of the problems posed, in order to
develop a mathematical model on the basis of which data are
collected and numerical investigations are made.

3
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i.

ii.

iii.

.the basic OR approach is

to formulate the problem as precisely as possible

to device methods of attacking problems

to undertake investigations on the basis of (ii) and
draw conclusions.

In stage (ii) a model is to be devised and decision to
be made what data should be collected and how they should be

analyzed. The stage (iii) is very often followed by a study
of implementation of the recommendations.

Having specified OR way of attacking problem various
techniques are, applied for the purpose of solving the
problem and should not distort the problem to apply a
particular technique.

Operations Research Techniques are continually being
evolved indeed the OR worker must often avoid the pitfalls
of existing techniques in maintaining his enquiring experi-
mental attitude of mind.

Many of these techniques are derived from mathematical
statistics which is still one of the most powerful tools in
the OR approach. This is necessary so because one common
property of industrial systems is their variability and
mathematical statistics is the method of handl ing the
problem of variability. The other techniques are linear
programming, queueing theory, simulation methods, stock and

production control models, decision theory and game theory,
operations gaming, information theory and evolutionary

4



operations, time series analysis, dynamic programming etc.
These techniques do not ofcourse represent the limit ~f an
OR team's capabilities, nor are they the sum total of
existing OR techniques. Other methods which could have been
mentioned are - search theory, symbolic logic, Boolean
algebra etc. Some techniques applied iriOR are borrowed from

other disciplines - actuarial theory and value theory for
example. There are others.being developed continually. Some
are applicable in but a few rare cases, others acquire the
powerful sweep of queueing theory or simulation.

In the present work an application of time series
model, LP model and dynamic programming model are sought.

In.vestment, which is an important factor contributing
to industrial growth, is often over-rated by economic
planners although the choice of technology and the
conditions surrounding the transfer of technology and
innovation are equally important factors. There is indeed
tremendous scope for industrial growth through better

industrial house keeping. The planning of activities that
constitute an industrial project, the planning of the use of
plant and labor to ensure lowest cost completion of
production targets, create conditions of low capital-output

ratios. With the proper use of analytical planning and
control techniques, it is usually possible to squeeze a
greater increase in industrial productivity.

Sound industrial planning calls for the selection of a
sequence of decisions that would be most conducive to rapid

5



and sustained industrial growth and productivity on the
basis of optimal utilization of materials, facilities and
manpower. Such decision making is aided enormously when
industrial engineering techniques are employed. Each country
or region has unique local factors such as availability of
material, human involvement, technological development,
environment etc. While applying industrial engineering
techniques in any organization these local factors must be

given due consideration.

1.3 SCOPE or IE TECHNIQUES IN BANGLADESH

IE techniques refer to ,the theoretical analysis carried
out from the real life data. Some of the IE techniques with

their areas of applications are mentioned in Appendix-I,'
from which, importance of IE techniques could easily be
understood.

The IE Techniques have got a very wide scope of their
applications. But their applications are dependent upon the
availability of substantial factual data. In developing
countries, considerable effort is needed for collecting the
pertinent data, which calls for specialized professional
knowledge and skill. Nevertheless, there have been
successful applications of management sciences in developing
countries.

The use of
organizations in

IE Techniques in
the country is not

different types of
impossible although it

6



is often limited due to the nonavailability of factual data
and other reasons. The following are some of the studies and
work carried out using O.R approach:-

I.

2.

3.

4.

Title

A model for Business
Failure Analysis

Technological constraints
in Urea Production in
Bangladesh

OR Technique applied
in Replacement of
Street Lights of Dhaka
City

Development of
operational Reliability
Assessment model and
its application to a
Urea Fertilizer Factory.

Description of work

A general mathematical model based
on conventional financial ratios
has been derived for analysing
business performance and its
trend. The model is in the form
of a single linear function
consisting of seventeen
accounting ratios found to be
significant by a 2-way
Discriminant analysis.

An analysis of downtime was made
to identify the causes of failure
of machines and equipments in a
fertilizer factory. Thus helping
management to operate the factory
at designed economic levels.

Statistical techniques were
used and replacement models were
suggested in formulating strate-
gies in the replacement of street
light bulbs in the Dhaka City.

The model has been applied to
assess the reliability of a
fertilizer plant which helps in
identification of critical
equipment with low reliability.
The causes of low reliability and
various possibilities of
improving reliability of critical

7



5.

6.

7.

Evaluation of worker's
Job Performance and
its relation with the
labour Productivity in
manufacturing units

Development of a
model for Repairable
Spare parta
provisioning

A study on preventive
maintenance modelling
applied to jute mills
machinery

equipment have been studied.
Steady state availability and
operational readiness have also
been calculated for individual
equipments as well for the total
plant.

A performance model has been
proposed showing different
factors which impede or impel
the productivity of a worker.
The relative importance of these
factors has also been shown in
the proposed model.

A generalized model for
repairable spare parts provi--
sioning has been developed
considering a group of M
identical units in operation,
served by an on-site store
containing N spares. As the
units failed, they were sent away
for repair and then returned to
the store after repair. In the
long run, each of the M units
experience an unavailability U
due to occassional stock-outs.
Using state transition diagram,
mathematical relationships have
been derivied between quantities
M, N, U, unit failure rate in
operation, unit failure rate in
storage and repair rate.

In this work, a through study of
preventive maintenance has been
made. Fai.lure modes of each
equipment has been investigated
to identify critical components

8



which are liable for the complete
breakdown of the equipment of a
typically medium sized jute mill.
Data has been analysed to
determine appropriate failure
distribution. Maintenance plan
for each equipment has been
developed on the basis of cost
minimization and downtime
minimization.

The case studies forwarded above are few pioneer works

carried out in BUET. The -wo~ks have revealed that benefits

could be achieved for production Units if OR techniques

could intelligently be used.

In the present work also effort has been directed to

find a useful application of the OR techniques in a

production unit. The various problems of a production unit

are described in the following section.

1.4 STATEMENT Of PROBLEMS:

A small to medium size chocolate and chocolate products

manufacturing plant named M.imi Chocolate Factory has been

considered in the present work. The factory has few basic

general management problems as could be seen in other

prodcution systems of the country. The present work is

directed to identify the various problems while making a

system study. The problem areas are firstly categorized

below:

9



MARKET SHARE & PRODUCT DEMAND:

The product lines of the unit are as follows:

i) Chocolate, (ii) Chewing gum and (iii)

competitors of these products are, (i) Import

(ii) Local production.

Sweets. The

source and

The market for chocolate and gum products are highly

competitive. But the management is not in a position to

assess mimi's market share. This imposes two obvious

difficulties such as (i) the unit can not make strategic

plan for its growth in the market share and make programmes

accordingly, and (ii) the unit cannot ascertain the supply-

demand situation and setting optimum price levels of its

products. In the existing setup of the system operation,

planned forecasting of future demands are not made

scientifically not even the market trend is known. The bases

used for production are (i) thumb rule coupled with

experiences of sales department, and (ii) wholesale customer

order at the plant gate .. Even if there is no order, the

production is continued.

BALANCING & MODERNIZATION:

The operations management techniques are seldomly

applied in the unit and no such appropriate personnels are

available for the purpose. Thus the production system, more

10



specifically, the production lines could not be properly

balanced using scientific methods and the system not being

modernized. The production system is not available for some

proportion of available time due to erratic failures of some

key machinery; production is affected.due to bottlenecks in

the line. Lack of application of planned maintenance policy

is also found.

The production engineering department is very weak as

no qualified production/mechanical engineer is employed by

the company. The capacity and utilization of the facilities

and the factory as a whole are neither improved nor effort

being given to improve the situation. This resulted in some

of the machines were operating at a very low level of

performance and implanting bottle-neck in the production

line.

RAW MATERIAL PROCUREMENT POLICY:

The raw materials are being procured not on the basis

of a clear cut and scientific-based policy. The consumption

rates of the raw materials as used in the production line

are not known. Nornally. the imported raw materials are

procured two times a year and the local purchased raw

materials are procured five or six times a year. Few raw

materials are procured locally as and when required basis.

There is no basis 6r explanation ot the above frequency of

purchases made during a year. The management is neither

11



concerned nor aware of the penalty cost they are paying for

not using scientific procurement and inventory policies.

DEMAND SUPPLY SITUATION:

The demand, for mimi products amongst other important

and relevant factors, depends on the quality, price, sales

promotion associated with the products. Currently no effort

being given on the above. The wholesalers buy the milli-

products at the factory gate; the buying pattern as observed

is highly irregular. The company gives no effort to assess

its market and no market analysis is ever been taken by the

company. Thus demand supply situation is not known to the

company.

The company has no distribution system of its own nor

it appoints distributors/agents for marketing its products.

The channel of distribution is absent and as such no

coverage is given in the media in the form of advertisement.

Study on sales-response and advertisement outlay (taka spent

basis) relationship may be made.

PRODUCTIVITY & OVER-EMPLOYMENT:

Some of the facilities and resources are excessively

used, an example being that two low-temperature environment

rooms are being used while a single room with a central air

conditioner would serve the purpose. The crude measure of

12



productivity as the ratio of output quantity and employees

employed shows that there exist high over-employment of

semi-skilled and non-technical employees. This resulted in

low level of productivity and high production cost.

1.4.1 SCOPE OF THE PRESENT WORK:

The various problem areas in the system has been

identified earlier. The management would be able to

prioritise the above problem areas. A possible rational

approach may be such as follows:

i. an effort to sales promotion

ii. set a target of production (planned)

iii. a planned operations management activities

iv. designing an optimum purchase schedule for raW
materials.

etc.

In the present work the problem is defined as follows:

i. Determination of capacities of the facilities and
there by balancing the production flow line.

ii. Forecasting of demand of mini-products and
assessment of market shear.

iii. Determination of optimum product-mix of the mimi-
products.

iv. Determination of an optimum procurement policy of
raW materials.



DEMAND FORECASTING:

The target maybe estimated by using any of the tools

of OR such as Regression method, moving average method,

exponential method, winter's method etc. In present work

Winters' method was used to show the seasonal variation of

demand.

OPTIMUM PRODUCT-MIX:

The company is a multiproduct manufacturing plant. The

classical linear programming model is found to be

appropriate to determine the optimum levels of production of

each of the products to gain maximum profit. The restriction

equations could be developed based on raw materials restric-

tion, man-hour restriction, machine-hour restriction, plant

capacity restriction and maximum market demand restriction.

OPTIMUM PROCUREMENT POLICY OF
RAW MATERIALS:

The consumption rate data of each of the major raw

materials were collected for twenty four months periods. A

dynamic programming technique was used to prepare a

procurement schedule for optimum level of inventory cost.

14



1.5 OBJECTIVE OF THE RESEARCH WORK

The present work attempts to explore the possibility of

applying IE techniques in different stages of production

decisions in a small to medium size manufacturing plant

(Mimi Chocolate Factory).

The following are the important objectives of the

present work:

i. To analyze the production systems of the factory,

with the aim to find out the idle time of both man

and machine, the bottle neck (if any) in the

production process so that the proper utilization

of man and machine occur and ultimately the

productivity can be increased.

ii. To forecast the demand of Mimi products in the

market.

iii. To determine an optimum product-mix for the mini-

products on the basis of the forecasted demand.

iv. To formulate aD optimum purchase scheduling policy

for the major raw materials and ingredients of the

Mimi products.
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Cha.pter II
LITERATURE SHUVEY

A Thorough review of the existing literature should be the

first activity of a research project like the present work. The

present work is directed towards exploring the scope of

application scientific methodologies of industrial engineering

more specifically O.H. techniques in a production system. In the

country there is practically insignificant application of

scientific management approach. It has been proven that success

of an enterprise depends entirely on the systematic application

of scientific methodologies of management science. Thus the

literature survey is divided into following constituent areas:

namely

i.

11.

iii.

Work measurement,

Forecasting demand,

O.R. Techniques.

An integrated and successful planning of a production system

depends on a product ion goal set t ing. A sys tem planner always

wants to know what forecasting tools are available and what

assumptions influence their applications, production schedules,

purchasing of inventory, capital expenditures, rental of

facilities such as warehouses, budgets for labour etc. are the

few areas where different types of forecasting methods are used.



Elaborate discussions are made by Montogomery[6], Tersine[3],

Riggs[4], Bedworth, 8. BaileyD] and Greened[5]. Ti.me-series

prediction is a mathematical model that assumes that data is

correlated with time. Time series analysis as it applies to

forecasting future events based on historical data trend

evaluations.

The technique of exponential smoothing is a special kind of

weighted moving average which is especially suitable for data-

processing applications[17]. The exponential smoothing technique

has been extended to include the trend component in time series

analysis by Montogomery[6]. Forecasting based on exponential

smoothing becomes ina~propriate because they do not take

advantage of the dependency in the observations in the most

efficient way. D' Amico[2l) showed how to improve Forecasting

accuracy by varying the value of the exponential smoothing

constant according to demand pattern.

Time series data may contain upto five interacting
components levels, trends, seasonal variations, cyclical
variations and random variations [3). Some or all components may
present in a set of dota. Winter'" method of forecasting is a
very efficient tool to reflect all the variations except the
random variations. Box Jenkin method of forecasting is very
useful to reflect the seasonal variation, cyclical variation and
random variation[6). The Winters' method of forecasting is a

special type of exponential smoothing method of forecasting. This
method efficiently treats the seasonal effect, trend and cyclical
variations Winter's[lB] and Montogomery(6).
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i. Work Measurement:

Work measurement is a tool used for evaluating and planning
labour utilization and machine utilization in production

systems. Studies have revealed that proportion of time
consumed by machines is significantly less compared to that
of human intervention. Thus to increase productivity, human

component of the total work component should be properly

utilized. Yet the production capacities of machinaries and
equipments would be such that there exists no bottleneck in
production line. The bottleneck in
found out also through time study,
Tersine[3] and Riggs(4).

ii. O.H. Techniques:

production line can be
Barnes[19], Mundel[ZO],

An exhaustive list of text books of the past and
contemporary could be given along with technical papers on
the subject. In the present work such texts consulted were
of Greene[5], Taha[15], Hillier & Lieberman[16] and
Cooke[7], Anderson[8] and also done by Tarapada[Z3],

Sarker[Z41. Balm[14] attempted to describe the various
applications to which LP has been put in Scottich
agriculture, and secondly to give some observations about

the value and difficulties of using LP in agriculture.
Sharp[IZ] used Linear Programming in optimization a job shop

when operators work on two or more product line, at a time,
where the reduced costs of common labour has been taken into
account. Mingnez, Romero and Domingo[131 analysed the
optimum fertilizer combination and through the development
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of a goal programming model. Under this approach, the

fertilizer requirements, instead of being fixed values as in

traditional linear programming, was considered targets which

mayor may not be achieved. Rahman(2] made an effort to

formulate an LP model for optimization of profits of jute

textile mills. He showed how the different constraints could

be developed in a jute textile industry.

Dynamic Programming (DP) is a computational technuique

used for optimization. Few important types of problems

solved by dynamic programming are product ion/purchase

inventory prob lem, capital budget ing prob lems and network

problems, Cooke(7], Taha(15]. and Hiller and Lieberman(16]

presented detailed discussion on DP with special prototype

problem of inventory control.

Ritchie(9] suggested an approach for analytical optimal

solution for inventory policy considered for the situation

of a deterministic linear trend in demand followed by a

period of constant demand. Phelps(20] gave an approach for

the classical deterministic inventory model considered for

the case of constant time between each replenishment and

linear trend in demand. The performance of an approximate

method for determining inventory replenishment quantities

for the case of a variable demand was examined by Kicks and

Donaldson(ll]. using an exact analysis, where increasing and

decreasing the linear trend in demand was considered.
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Ch.a.pter- III
STUDY OF TH:E PRODUCTS

AND THEIR PRODUCTION PROCESSES

The various manufactured products of the Mimi-Chocolate
Factory, the raw materials used and the manufacturing processes
involved are discussed in this chapter.

3.1 PRODUCTS OF THE FACTORY

The Mimi Chocolate Factory, when first installed,
started with production of about thirty items. Production of
some of these products have been stopped due to lack of some
facilities and some machines becoming not available.
Currently the major products are grouped into three classes
as given in Table 3.1. The flow diagrams of the two main
production lines are shown in Fig. 3.1 and Fig. 3.2.

Table 3.1 : List of Mi.i-products

CHOCOLATE
PRODUCTS

Sl.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Name of Products

Orange Chocolate
Large Chocolate
Nut Chocolate
Pineapple Chocolate
Almondnut Small Chocolate
Milk Medium Chocolate
Block Chocolate
Picnic Delight
Wafer Cream Biscuit
Tea-Time Biscuit
Lucky-Dip

<'..



Table 3.1 : List of Mimi-products (Contd.)

------------------------------------------------------------
S1. Name of Products

------------------------------------------------------------
GUM
PRODUCTS

SWIlIlTS

12.
13.
14.
!

115.

16.

17.

Chewing Gum
Bubble Gum
Ball Gum

Icing Sugar (Loose)

Icing Sugar (Packed)

Table salt (Iodine enriched
& crushed).

------------------------------------------------------------

The con summers ~f the above listed products are

i. Star-marked hotels and big bakeries for icing sugar
& salt and icing sugar & raw chocolate respectively,

ii. all other products by the general public.

The mostly used raw materials used are listed as given
in Table 3.2.
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Sugar crushing
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Cocoa bean
Roasting
machine

Winowing
machine
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machine,
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machine & Heat storage machine machineTank

1
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Sales Storage Packing
(manual)

Fig 3.1: Flow diagram of chocolatE.' sE.'ction
.

Sugar Milling
machine

Packing
(manual)

Storage

Mixing &
Kneading
machine

Wrapping
(manual)

Sales

•

.
Rolling
machine

.

Cooling
Chamber

Cooling
chamber

Cutting
machine

Fig. 3.2 : FIOVi process diagram of chE.'wing Gum sE.'ction
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Table 3.2 :
Liat of raw materials and their costs per Kg.

S1. Item description of
raw materials

Cost in Tk.
per Kg Remarks------------------------------------------------------------

1. Sugar 25.25
2. Milk Powder 87.24
3. Cocoa-Powder 124.00 The cost
4. OOO-HI 147.55 figures are
5. Lecithene 124.65 as in 1988
6. Hyfoma 1197.74 year base
7. Liquid Glucose 25.52
8. A.B. Biscuit 37.50
9. Haque Biscuit 37.50
10. Condensed Milk 43.84
11. Ground nut 41.96
12. P.K. Oil (V.oil) 39.92
13. Soap stone Powder 7.70
14. Chewing gum base 109.00
15. Bubble gum base 109.00
16. Gumbase softener 109.00
17. Chocolate flavour 821. 80
18. Orange flavour 636.56
19. Banana flavour 643.35
20. Pine apple flavour 3475.00
21. Pippermeant flavour 505.95
22. Cardamon flavour 503.30
23. Cazu-nut flavour 493.00
24. Almond-nut flavour 633.85
25. Anti-oxident 2000.00
26. Magnesium Powder 95.03
27. Calcium Carbonet 10.40
28. Food colour Pippermeant

green 1817.00
29. Food colour chocolate

-brown 314.82
30. Food colour appolow

green 575.00
31. Food colour orange red 470.45
32. Food colour yellow 303.67
33. Vaniline Powder 1150.00
34. Bourn vita 112.50
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3.2 PRODUCTION PROCESSES

The production process of the various products consists

of few common steps and then different processes for

different products. The common step is the crushing of

Sugar. The crushed sugar is used in all sections. Crushed

sugar is a universal raw material used in producing any type

of chocolate or gum or sweet products.

PRODUCTION or CHOCOLATE:

Step-I:

The production starts with the mixing of main raw materials
such as crushed sugar, cocoa-powder, milk-powder and
vegetable oil. All these are well mixed in malenger machine
for about ten minutes each batch.

Step-2:

Then mixture is refined
time during refining,
heating of rollers.

Step-3:

in a refining machine. At the same
the mixture is roasted by steam

The refined mixture is taken into the conching machine,
where more liquid vegetable oil is added. The mixture is
agitated and heated continuously for about eighteen hours to
prevent settle down.
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Step-4:

The mixture is then transferred manually into steering
kettle, which'is continuously steered and heated by electric
heater. Mixture from steering kettle is then taken into
tempering kettle. Anti-oxidant and flavour are mixed in the
kettle. Upto this step, processing of raw materials for the
production of chocolate-products is same.

Production of Chocolate Products:

Step-5: Casting

The mixture from tempering kettle is taken into the
depositor molding machine through piping. There are large
number of dies of different shapes for large, small and
medium size chocolate. The dies are placed on the conveyor
belt one after another, when just during passing the dies'
beneath the molding machine, a fixed controlled mass of
liquid chocolate drops on the mold.

Step-6:

The conveyor bel t, during conveying the molds into cooled
room, performs the function of vibrator, for uniform
settling the liquid chocolate on the molds. The molds are
then carried manually into the cooling chamber. After about
twelve minutes, the molds are taken out, ejected manually
and placed on a flat plate in array for the purpose of
wrapping in anfomatic wrapping machine.

Step-7:

About 40 pieces are wrapped per minute in the automatic
wrapping machine. The wrapped pieces are then packed and
labelled manually. And then shifted to store.
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Production of Chocolate Coated Products:

Step-I:

For the production of chocolate coated items like picnic
del ight, wafer cream b iscui ts, Tea-t ime b iscui t etc., the
liquid chocolate is taken on tray into the cooled room.

Step-2:

The raw biscuits are then dipped into liquid chocolate one
by one manually. Then placed into the cooling chamber of the
freeze. After ten to twelve minutes, they are taken out and
then trimmed manually and wrapped and packed manually and
then shifted for storage.

Production of gum items:

Step-I:

The main raw materials such as crushed sugar, gum base,
softener, liquid glucose, food colour and flavour are mixed
together into the Mixer (mixing machine). After well-mixing
in the mixing machine, the mixture is then taken out on a
tray.

Step-2:

The whole mass is divided into several pieces manually and
then each of the pieces are then passed through rolling
machines to make the pieces into sheets. During rolling
soap-stone powder is.used for dehumidification.
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Step-3:

The sheets are stacked on trays. All the trays are arranged
on shelves in a cooled room for about twelve hours for
slight hardening and dehumidification.

Step-4:

The sheets are then passed through cutters.
are then again stored in cooled room for two

Step-5:

The cut-pieces
hours.

The cut-sheets are then broken into pieces manually. Each of
the pieces are wrapped with Aluminium foil manually.

The flow process diagrams showing the sequence of steps of
Production Processes for Chocolate, Gums and Icing sugar are
shown in Fig. 3.3 through Fig.3.7.
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The purpose of this chapter was to identify the major

raw materials required for production of the various mimi

products and also to provide a first-hand knowledge of the

production processes. The idea was that in formulation of

the L.P. model for optimum product-mix, the various

restrictions in terms of machinery and man-hour, raw

materials, storing capacity and others could be identified;

also to identify relevant data which should be collected in

this respect. The next chapter is devoted to data collection

and data upgrading.
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Ch.apter IV
DATA COLLECTION & UPGRADING
THE DATA IN REQUIRED FOHJ"of

In the previous chapter, a detailed discussion was made on

the different types of products of the Mimi Chocolate Factory,

the raw materials used and the related production processes. This

chapter presents the various data that were collected from the

production system. These data would subsequently form the basis

for,

i. analysing the production system and thereby balancing
the production lines after identifying the bottlenecks
in the production lines.

ii. forecasting the future demand of Mimi products.

iii. determining the profitable product-mix.

iv. preparing an optimum purchase schedule.

The data were processed in an IBM 4331 Computer in the

University Computer Centre using FORTRAN IV Language.

4.1 DATA COLLECTION AND ASSOCIATED PROBLEMS

The collection of data in relevant and usable form is

seldom possible. This is the most difficult and some time

frustrating part in carrying out research work in similar

situations like the present case.



Procedure for data collection should be such that the

desired accuracy could be achieved with loss of information

kept at the lowest. At the same time there must be a clear

understanding of the objectives and the requirements.

The raw dhta come primarily from the following sources:

i. Loose sheets of operational, maintenance,
procurement or supply forms as used by the system
operatives.

ii. Special data forms originated by the research
fellow for a specific requirement for specific
period.

iii. Direct data generation by time study and
instrumentation measurement, etc.

The basic means of collecting data are the study of
procedures and processes, manual evaluation of forms and
interviewing of departmental representatives. The
departmental employees can also provide useful information
in most cases. These objectives and requirements of each
systems are clearly and concisely stated in a procedures
manual.

The data sources as mentioned above was categorized
into two broad classifications namely, generation of primary
data and collection of data in secondary form.

In the present study, some of the data have been
collected from the register books of departmental
representatives and some from the time study of the
different processes of different items.
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The data recorded by the different departments are of

the first generation type where only the first hand records

are put in the prescribed forms specified for the statement
(

of different things.

The process of data collection could be depicted in

figure below:

Posted as
it is

Compilation
and

classification

Input raw
data

1st
Generation

Coding classification
Updating & Storing in
magnetic tape or
Diskette

2nd
Generation

Screening, checking
of Missing Data

3rd
Generation

Thus it was observed that data could be available

in any of these generation levels as mentioned above such as

(i) First generation, (ii) Second generation and (iii) Third

generation.

In the first generation the raw data are posted in

specified forms as obtained from the production system. The
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forms are however continuously updated. These data could be

arranged sequentially, when the data are compiled according

to requirements, also they sre scrutinized, classified etc.

to some degree and transferred to a permanent record file or

register. These could be designated as second generation

data. Recent developments in computer technology have made

possible to store massive quantity of data economically,

cheaply and conveniently. In this generation the data are

screened and missing data are checked. Here input data were

coded which makes it possible for easy searching are

retrieval.

4.1.1 Problem of Data Collection in Developing Countries

The problems encountered in data collection in a

developing country could be mentioned as follows:

i. The source of data is available in its raw form,

unprocessed and uncompiled. In most cases these are

available in first generation form with few exceptions

of second generations. Proper data storage system is

absent and filing of data is processed very unwisely and

unscientifically.

ii. It is difficult to retrieve data from these records at

the right time.

iii. The records are kept unscientifically and not properly

maintained. Thus missing data is not uncommon.

iv. Documentation centre and data processing centre are

seldomly found. Data organization and Data Management
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are the tHO vitally important activities iD data

handlin~. ID most cases these Here absent. Thus

collection of data became extremely difficult.

v. RelevaDt data could not be available at right time aDd

Deeds to be extracted from a large volume of

disorganised documents, registers and ledgers etc.

The fact occassionally confronted by the' researcher that

the desired data are not available and that reliable

data cannot be obtained because relevant records have

not been kept.

4.2.1 DATA COLLECTION FOR THE PRESENT STUDY

The various data collected in the present work are as

follows:

i. Cost and price data of raw material and
finished products respectively.

ii. Sales volume and facility capacities aDd
utilization.

iii. Batch composition data.

iv. Labour-hours.

v. Machine-hours.
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COST DATA:

The following cost-data were obtained from the relevant
department of the Mimi Chocolate Factory.

Unit Cost: Unit cost of each of the raw materials, are
given in Table-3.2, Chapter-3.

Variable Cost:

Total variable cost per kg. and per pack.t of ~ach ~f
the products. The variable cost includes raw materials,
power, fuel, distribution costs, spares and maintenance
costs. A sample calculation for finding the variable cost of
one of the items, e.g., "Orange chocolate" is shown below:

-----------------------------------------------------------------------
Name of Ingredients

(1)
Qnty. per
batch
(2)

Rate per
Kg., Tk.
(3)

Amount in Tk.
(2) x (3)

------------------------------------------------------------------------
1. Icing Sugar 21.163 25.25 534.36
2. Milk Powder 11.250 87.06 979.42
3. Vegitableoil 12.875 39.92 513.97

(P.K.Oil)
4. Cocoa Powder 3.875 148.00 573.50
5. 000 HI 0.500 225.00 112.50
6. Lecithene 0.313 124.41 38,94
7. Chocolateflavour 0.025 940.80 23.50
----------------- ------------------------

Total 50.00 Kg. Tk.2,776.20
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Daily production in 9 batches = 50 x 9

= 450 kg. of liquid chocolate.

Cost of liquid chocolate per kg. = 2,776.20/50

= Tk. 55.75

Raw materials base for 252 boxes = 230 kgs.

1. Liquid chocolate 230.00 kgs @ Tk.55.75 per kg. = Tk.14526.60

2. Essence

3. Anti-oxidant

0.300 kgs @ Tk.800 per kg. = Tk. 240.00

0.05 kgs @ Tk.2000 per kg. = Tk. 100.00

-------_._--------------
Total cost of raw materials

A. Cost of raw materials per box = 14866.60/252
= 58.99 ~ 59.00

= Tk.14866.60

Packing materials base for 252 boxes x 24 pieces = 6048 pieces

1. Aluminium foil 135 mm size 10.25 kg. @Tk.lGO.OO per kg. = Tk.1640.00

2. Wrapper 6100 pcs @Tk.190.00 per thousand for 255 pes. = Tk.1159.00

3. Plain carton 255 pcs @Tk.645.00 per thousand = Tk. 165.00

4. OUter label 255 pcs.@Tk.150.00 per thousand

5. Paper cutting/wrapping/Gum/Maida charge

= Tk. 38.00

= Tk. 12.00

---------------_._-----------_._-----_._--
Total cost of packing Materials = Tk.3,014.00
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B. Cost of Packing materials per box = Tk.3014.00/252

= Tk.ll.98

c. Raw + Packing materials cost = Tk.59.00 + Tk.ll.98

= Tk.70.98

.1. Direct labour (wages) per box = Tk. 5.00

2. Factory overhead x 0.50
i.e. 22.61 x 0.50 per box = Tk.lO.30

---------------------------------
= Tk.15.30

Factory overhead Tk.22.61 is a semi-variable cost
A component (50%) direct and 50% indirect.
This cost of Tk.22.61 was obtained from factory record.

Total variable cost per box = Tk.70.98 + Tk.15.30

= Tk.86.28

Total variable cost per kg. = Tk. (86..28/0.9127) = Tk.94.54

Since wt. per box = 230/252 = 0.9127 kg.

Ordering cost and Holding cost of raw materials as shown
in Table-4.2

Selling price of each of the products of Mimi as shown in Table-4.1

Net profit of each of the products as shown in Table-4.1

Total available variable cost for the financial year
1988-89 was Tk.88,52,728.00.
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In calculating the ordering cost following procedure
was used

In general, two orders are placed, at an interval of 6

months, for the imported woods in a year and two orders

in each month, for the local goods throughout the year.

Thus, the ordering costs were calculated as follows:

Ordering Cost of Local Goods:

Salary of store personnels =
Salary of Purchase personnels =
Salary or record keeping =
Partial salary of typist =
Printing, stationary & others =
T.A. & D.A. & carrying charges =

11000x 12 (months) = Tk. 1,32,000.00
7500 x 12 •• = Tk. 90,pOO.00
2200 x 12 " = Tk. 26,400.00
1000 x 12 •• = Tk. 12,000.00

= Tk. 12,000.00
7000 x 12 = Tk. 84,000.00

Total = Tk. 3,56,400.00

Ordering cost of local goods per order

Ordering Cost of Imported Goods:

Tk.356400
= ----- 12
= Tk. 29,700.00

Advertising cost in a year, = Tk. 2,22,000.00
Salary of personnels in the Head office = Tk. 6,00,000.00
Telephone and others = Tk.. 11,000.00----------------------------Total Tk. 8,33,000.00

The Trust has fourteen units. The above cost is equally
divided between them. Thus, ordering cost per unit becomes
on average,

Ordering cost per unit 8,33,000= Tk.---------14
= Tk.59,500.00
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Thus ordering cost per order for Imported goods 59,500
= Tk.-----

2
= Tk. 29,750.00

Holding Cost:

Store rent 12,000 x 12 = Tk. 1,44,000.00
Electricity charge = Tk. 15,000.00
.Depreciation of Alc = Tk. 4,500.00
Insurance = Tk. 22,000.00
Interest on capital = Tk. 3,00,000.00
Damarage = Tk. 25,000.00

Total = Tk. 5,10,500.00

Quantity of goods in a year (1988-89) = 1,50,000 kg.

5,10,500.00Holding cost per unit per year = Tk.----------1,50,000.00
= Tk. 3.40/kg./year

The ordering costs and holding costs are shown in Table 4.2.
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Table-4.1 AP1roximate variable cost per kg. & per packet,se ling price rer ¥acket and argroximate net~rofit per ~ac et or each of e products ofimi (for 1 88-89).

------------_._----------------------------------------------------------------S1. Total variable Total variable Price Net profitNo. Name of Products cost cost Tk., Tk./Tk./packet Tk./kg. pac et packet
1 Orange chocolate 85.936 94.54 109.38 14.41
2 Large chocolate 85.936 94.54 109.39 14.41
3 Nut chocolate 85.936 94.54 109.38 14.41
4 Pineapple chocolate 85.936 94.54. 109.38 14.41
5 Almond nut small choco 105.82 93.54 135.42 10.66
6 Milk medium choco 101.785 89.60 119.79 7.81
7 Block chocolate 90.14 90.14 154.00 8.21
8 Picnic Delight 67.63 74.40 93.75 13.12
9 Wafer cream biscuit 33.51 111.70 43.75 16.12
10 Tea time Biscuit 18.40 81.07 22.92 2.32
11 Lucky-Dip 17.08 75.25 20.83 2.47
12 Chewing gum 34.395 86.42 47.92 7.94
13 Bubble gum 34.395 86.42 47.92 7.94
14 Ball gum 75.91 83.51 83.33 22.83
15 Icing Sugar (loose) 11.98 26.39 17.71 2.78
16 Icing sugar (packet) 10.97 27.43 18.75 3.40
17 Table salt 5.66 14.15 6.25 13.79

Table-4.2 Ordering cost and Holding cost for bothlocal and foreign purchased raw materials

-------------------------------------------------------Items Imported rawmaterials Local rawmaterials-------------------------------------------------------
Ordering cost perorder (Tk./order)
Holding cost(Tk./kg/year)

29,750.00

3.40

29,700.00

3.40

-------------------------------------------------------
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4.2.2 SALBS VOLUMB AND PLANT CAPACITY DATA:
Plant Capacity Data:

i. The overall sales volume and also the sales volume of
each of the products from July 1987 upto June 1989 are
shown in Table-4.4 and Table-4.5.

ii. Actual production of the plant considering an average of
80% utilization as shown in Table 4.3.

Table-4.3 Actual production of the Plant (1988-89)

------------------------------------------------------------
Name of Main Products Actual production/year

Kg.------------------------------------------------------------
1.

2.

3.

Chocolate Products

Gum Products

Sweets

94,241. 80

37,202.32

8,217.88

------------------------------------------------------------Total

Sales Volu.e Data:

1,39,662.00 Kg.

The actual sales data of period 1987-1989 were
collected from the sales department. The data were available
in readily usable form as shown in Table 4.4 and Table 4.5.
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Table-4.4 Actual Sales Volume of various products of Mimi
(monthwise) during the season 1987-1988.

Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Har Apr Hay JunProducts
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1. Orange Chocolate (B01) 1849 2605 2208 2534 2106 2456 2955 2939 2321 1962 2850 2171

2. large chocolate 142 384 302 160 94 117 231 195 37 46 133 70

3. Nut chocolate 1168 1026 1506 1270 1754 1662 1760 1988 1761 1372 1800 1561

4. Pineapple chocolate' 222 309 250 456 196 274 397 333 131 118 251 126

5. Allond nut slall choco' 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 176 145 237 156

6. Nilk lediul choco 399 425 438 334 234 264 405 463 416 143 280 243

7. 810ck chocolate (lg.) 760 450 1015 20 260 450 00 673 60 480 20 430

8. Picnic Delight (B01) 281 475 297 284 244 317 312 452 290 270 379 492

9. Hafer creal biscuit' 169 222 546 1800 873 1471 2677 2076 1014 588 718 980

10. Tea Tile biscuit 413 532 430 199 431 456 272 362 285 474 274 467

11. lucky Dip 136 81 88 250 65 78. 116 181 137 145 107 126

12. Chewing gUI 3066 3874 5469 4554 1749 4911 4280 6896 5920 4018 4680 4129

13. Bubble gUI 3231 3672 2879 2181 2033 1574 2929 4283 4578 2427 3502 3143

14. Ball gUI 00 48 32 25 00 62 117 40 36 00 00 00

15. Icing sugar (local) Kg. 960 00 50 400 250 420 640 250 300 325 140 300

16. Icing sugar (Packet)(Bol) 292 00 969 570 57 1051 460 630 967 315 873 714

17. Table salt 00 00 00 00 00 549 378 407 406 444 206 512

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Overall Kg. 7565 8379 9321 8609 6541 9089 10186 12573 10597 7870 9745 9108

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Table-4.5

Products

Actual Sales Volume of various products of Mimi
(monthwise) during the season 1988-1989.

Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Har Apr Hay Jun
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1. Orange Chocolate (Box) 2317 3392 2361 5158 3353 3591 4746 4039 4653 3147 3866 5334

2. Large chocolate 51 III 156 00 89 84 33 105 00 46 189 68

3. Hut chocolate 1497 2357 1965 3244 2082 2496 3230 2353 2809 2011 1885 3115

4. Pineapple chocolate' 160 224 280 160 226 170 411 146 237 156 142 242

5. Allond nut slall choco' 72 66 00 255 296 98 130 260 57 00 00 00

6. Hilk lediUl choco 232 348 203 595 119 679 211 635 662 139 190 426

7. Block chocolate (Kg.) 35 100 75 260 270 320 270 270 170 HS 105 240

8. Picnic Oelight (Box) 551 619 492 689 770 965 1065 898 1044 562 420 778

9. Wafer creal biscuit'

10. Tea Tile biscuit

11. Lucky Oip

12. Chewing gUI

13. 8ubble gUI

818 853 284 1367 1838 1931 2288 1453 2062 1105 1318 867

392 417 350 379 300 402 236 213 221 330 224 00

142 224 78 00 271 166 125 70 00 00 00 00

4406 6708 29B2 5710 4285 3810 4376 5447 6933 4150 5798 4751

2658 4510 1994 4181 1413 2736 2492 3260 2408 2025 1858 3671

14. Ball gUI 00 00 00 00 126 34 25 31 00 00 00 00

15. Icing sugar (Local) Kg. 250 10 00 00 100 360 200 200 200 200 00 00

16. Icing sugar (Packet)(Box) 422 551 00 250 2377 1303 738 696 685 581 04 00

17. Table salt

Overall Kg.

304 743 400 00 00 152 786 373 621 287 1741 399

8730 11954 7492 14023 11002 11969 13164 12534 13786 9216 10306 13147
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4.2.3 REQUIREMENTS OF RAW MATERIALS PER UNIT

The ten major basic ingredients out of the thirty three
are consumed by various products. The annual consumption of
these ingredients in the year 1988-89 is shown in Table-4.6.
The direct requirement of these ingredients (gm/packet) are
shown productwise in Table-4.7. Also given the standard
weight of each product in Table-4.8.

Table-4.6 Consumption of the main ingredients during
the year 1988-89.

Name of the Main
ingredients

Consumption
per year

Kg.
Rate, Tk.
per Kg.

Amount
Tk.

Percentage-
wise

Crushed Sugar 65,572 25.25 16,55,693 26.32
Vegetableoil 22,581 39.92 9,01,434 14.32
Milk Powder 19,755 87.15 17,21,648 27.36
Liquid glucose 8,283 25.50 2,11,217 3.35
Cocoa Powder 6,645 124.00 8,23,980 13.09
Gum base 5,437 109.00 5,92,6~3 9.42
Soapstone powder 1,208 7.70 9,302 0.14
000 HI 897 140.05 1,26,163 2.00
Lecithine 479 124.41 59,593 0.94
Condensedmilk 451 43.84 19,772 0.31
Chocolate flavour 88 821.80 72,318 1.15
Essence 75 636.56 47,742 0.75
Food colour 12 1817.00 21,804 0.34
Hyfoma 23 1197.74 27,548 0.44
----------------------------------------------------------------------Total 62,90,847 100%
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Table-4.7 Raw materials required per unit of each of
the products (gm. per packet)

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Hass p~r pack~ I (g~)
-------------------- --- ----- - ---- -- ---- ---- ---- - - -- - --- _ ..------~--- - --- -- - ---- --- -- --- ----

51. Crush~d Hi Ik Veg. Cocoa 000 HI leci lhin~ Chocolat~ liquid GIJI Soap
No. Name of the Producls sugar powder oil pouder flavour glucose base slone----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
I. Orange chocolate 3B4.73 204.52 234.00 70.44 9.09 5.6B 0.45 0.00 0.00 0.00
2. Large chocolale 3B4.73 204.52 234.00 70.44 9.09 5.6B 0.45 0.00 0.00 0.00
3. Nut chocolale 3B4.73 204.52 234.00 70.44 9.09 5.6B 0.45 0.00 0.00 0.00
4. Pin~apple chocolale 384.73 204.52 234.00 70.44 9.09 5.68 0.45 0.00 0.00 0.00
5. Almondnul slall choco 480.BO 255.60 292.52 BB.04 11.36 7.10 0.57 0.00 0.00 0.00
6. Hilk ledia chocolate 480.80 255.60 292.52 88.04 11.36 7.10 0.57 0.00 0.00 0.00
7. Block chocolate 423.25 225.00 257.50 77.50 10.00 6.25 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.00
8. Picnic Delighl 235.65 63.36 75.64 16.00 2.00 1.29 0.10 226.55 0.00 0.00
9. Hafer cream Biscuit 55.97 29.75 3U5 10.24 1.32 0.82 0.066 . 0.00 0.00 0.00
10. Tea lime biscuit 64.75 34.42 39.39 11.85 1.53 0.956 0.OB4 0.00 . 0.00 0.00
II. lucky Dip 199.32 40.71 49.79 14.02 LBO 1.13 0.090 24.01 0.00 0.00
12. Ch~wing gum 139.77 00.00 00.00 00.00 00.00 0.00 0.00 75.90 53.60 6.31
13. Bubble gUI 189.97 00.00 00.00 00.00 00.00 0.00 0.00 75.90 53.60 6.31
14. Ball gum 595.88 00.00 00.00 00.00 00.00 0.00 0.00 145.50 103.07 8.08
IS. Icing sugar (loose) 454.00 00.00 00.00 00.00 00.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
16. Icing sugar (pkl) 400.00 00.00 00.00 00.00 00.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
17. Table salt 000.00 00.00 00.00 00.00 00.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Table-4.8 : Piece and Packetwise standard weight
of mimi products.

S1.
No. Name of the Products

Pcs. per
packet

Mass (gm)
per pc.

Mass(Kg. )
per pkt.-----------------------------------------------------------------

1. Orange chocolate
2. Large chocolate
3. Nut chocolate
4. Pineapple chocolate
5. Almondnut small choco
6. Milk media chocolate
7. Block chocolate
8. Picnic Delight
9. Wafer cream Biscuit
10. Tea time biscuit
11. Lucky Dip
12. Chewing gum
13. Bubble gum
14. Ball gum
15. Icing sugar (Loose)
16. Icing sugar (pkt)
17. Table salt

24

24

24

24

96
48

1

24
12

15
22
20
20
144
1 pck

••

••

37.57
37.57
37.57
37.57
11. 56

23.33
1000.00

37.57
25.00
15.10
10.13
19.79
19.79
6.23

454.00
400.00
400.00

0.909
0.909
0.909
0.909
1.136
1.136
1.000
0.909
0.300
9.227
0.227
0.398
0.398
0.909
0.454
0.400
0.400
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4.2.4 LABOUR HOURS REQUIREMENTS PER UNIT

The Labour hour data were collected from.the three

product departments.

i. Labour-hours available Table 4.9. These were calculated
from the number of labours available in each department
of the factory, the number of working hours each day and
total number of working days in a year.

ii. Direct labour-hours required, Table-4.10. These are the
appriximate direct labour hours required for each packet
of products. These were obtained from a stopwatch time
study for each of the process of each of the products.
Details of the time study are given in Chapter-5.

Table-4.9 Total Labour-hours available during the year
1988-89 in each of the departments

Total available Labour-hr/yr.
Name of the Departments

Chocolate department

Gum department

Sweets department

Man-hr.

36,148

46,094

5,505

Man-min.

21,68,880

27,65,640

3,30,300
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Table-4.l0 Direct labour-hours and direct machine
hours required per unit

81.
No. Name of the Product

Direct Labour-hours
required per packet

(in man-min.)
Direct machine-hours
required per packet
(in machine-min/packet)

1. Orange chocolate 6.50 29.73
2. Large chocolate 6.50 29.73
3. Nut chocolate 6.50 29.73
4. Pineapple chocolste 6.50 29.73
5. Almondnut small choco 22.72 48.22
6. Milk media chocolate 16.04 42.27
7. Block chocolate 6.52 187.40
8. Picnic Delight 36.36 21.03
9. Wafer cream Biscuit 10.46 2.09
10. Tea time biscuit 8.85 1.80
11. Lucky Dip 10.00 5.09
12. Chewing gum 22.29 2.16
13. Bubble gum 22.29 2.16
14. Ball gum 191.80 64.40
15. Icing sugar (Loose) 3.21 3.21
16. Icing sugar (pkt) 3.42 3.42
17. Table salt 9.60 1.56
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4.2.5 MACHINE-HOURS REQUIREMENTS PER UNIT

The Machine-hours data were collected from the three

departments.

i. Machine-hours available (Table-4.11. These were
calculated from the number of machines available in each
department separately, the number of working hours each
day and total number of working days in a year (the year
1988-89). All the machines are considered to have an
average of 80%utilization.

ii. Direct Machine-hours required (Table-4.10).These are the
approximate direct machine hours required for each
packet of products. These are obtained from a stopwatch
time study for each of the process of each' of the
products. They indicate the standard time.

Table-4.11. Total available machine-hours for each
of the departments.

Total available machine-hrs/yr
Number of departments ---------------------------------

Chocolate department

Gum department

Sweets department

Machine-hr.

12,41,856

6,77,376

2,25,792

Machine-min.

7,45,11,360

4,06,42,560

1,35,47,520
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A percentage composition of ingredients of each of the

products of mimi are given in Table-4.12 which were used to

develope linear material constraint.

Table-4.12 Ingredients composition in percentage in
chocolate, gum and in sweets products

Percent of

S1.
No. Name of the Ingredients

Chocolate
products

Gum
products

Sweet
products

1. Sugar 0.424 0.560 1.00

2. Milk powder 0.225

3. Co.coa powder 0.078

4. Vegetable oil 0.258

5. 000 HI 0.010

6. Lecithene 0.0063

7. Chocolate flavour 0.0005

8. Liquid glucose 0.420 0.224

9. Gum base 0.180

10. Ground nut 0.102

11. Soap stone powder 0.020
12. Essence 0.0065 0.0047

13. Food colour 0.00023

14. Hyfoma 0.0034

15. Salt 1.00
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Table-4.13 Showing the scrap. process loss and
overall output of gum products.

END PRODUCT GUM

UNIT OF WEIGHT KG

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
I N pur our PUT-------------------------------------------------------

Date
Batch
No.

Fresh
Ingre-
dients
Neight

Initial
scrap
Neight

Total
Neight

Fresh
GUI
Neight

Final
scrap
Neight

Total
Neight

% of
Scrap

%
Average

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
15 Oc t. 23.564 4. 535 28.091 21.95 4.27 26.22 16.291989

2 23.508 4. 535 28.043 22.50 4.75 27.25 17.43
3 22.940 4. 535 27.475 21.38 4.40 25.78 17.07
4 23.453 4. 535 27.988 22.10 4.67 26.77 17.44

17.655 23.972 4. 535 28.507 23.05 5.45 28.50 19.12
6 22.773 4.535 27.308 22.00 4.70 26.70 17.60
7 23.734 4.535 28.269 22.95 5.50 28.45 19.33
8 23.792 4. 535 28.327 22.20 4.05 26.25 15.42
9 23.934 4.535 28.469 24. 75 5.85 30.60 19.12
10 23.699 4.535 28.234 22.23 4. 82 27.05 17.81

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
273.57225.11Total '280,72--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Total input 280.72 kg.
Total output , 273.57 kg.----------------------------
Process loss , 7.15 kg.

7.15 I 100% process loss ,-- .. -.---.--
280.72

= 2.54

And % overall output of fresh gUI (end product)
225.11 I 100

,-------------.- , 80.20
280.72
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PRODUCTION SYSTEM STUDY AND DETERMINATION OF
CAPACITIES & UTILIZATIONS OF THE VARIOUS

FACILITIES OF THE PRODUCTION SYSTEM
USING TIME STUDY METHOD



Ch.a.pteor - v
PRODUCTION SYSTBM STUDY AND DBTBRMINATION OF CAPACITIBS

& UTILIZATIONS OF THB VARIOUS FACILITIBS OF THE
PRODUCTION SYSTBM USING TIMB STUDY MBTHOD

Mention has earlier been made about the various problems and
shortcomings in Operations management of the factory under
current study. The fundamental primary prob lem which generates
various other secondary problems is lack of planning to evolve
organized, systematic and scientific production and sales

programmes. There exists no relationship between these functions
that as if they function isolately. In order to set production
programmes, amongst other important factors, the capacity of the
plant and its utilization need consideration. Thus in this
chapter a consolidated study of the production system has been
made to identify few problem areas, the Mimi factory has been
encountering and also to assess the capacity of the system.

5.1 STUDY OF THB PRODUCTION SYSTEM
Capacity and Utilization:

Problems identification

These two above terms namely the capacity of a
production system and its utilization are very important
primary factors which influence other primary and secondary

factors. Following are few examples:

i. Efficien"t and profitable operation of plant &

machinery and resources.

ii. Balancing of production line, modernizing,

rehabilitation aDd replacement of machineries.



,.

iii. Prepare a rationale and achievable production
target.

iv. Estimate and plan man-power requirement.

v. Identify weakness and strength.

vi. Give premiums, bonuses on production achievement.

etc.

Unfortunately, the mimi is not quite aware of its

capacity and utilization. The plant machineries are in. th,e

retiring ages and have become obsolete. Thus an effort is

given to assess the capacity of the plant and its

utilization. These are given in the following section.

Capacity can be expressed either on a single shift

basis or multi-shift basis. This could be increased in two ;.

ways, either by adding an extra shift or by operating

overtimes. Subcontracting is another way to increase

capacity. Capacity could be subdivided into internal

capacity and external capacity. Internal capacity is the

maximum output capability within the organization and the

external capacity is the output capability available from

sub-contractors. Thus the total capacity is the sum of these

internal and external capacities (diagramatically shown

below) •
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Single shift
capacity

Overtime Extra shift
capacity capacity

Internal ,
capacity

Total External capacity
capacity (Sub-contracting)

Total capacity calculation in Mimi

OVER UTILIZATION OF MANUAL WORK:

A large man-power is being used for manual work and it

could be said that in a food producing industry the man-

power to output ratio would be the highest compared to any

standards internationally. This requirea a study to

determine to what degree of "automation" would be required

to achieve profit as well as to meet the acceptable ratio of

manpower employed to output in a food producing factory.

PLANNING PRODUCTION PROGRAMMES:

Some introductory points on setting production targets

have been highlighted in chapter-I. The factory, as has been

found, does not use any analytical approach in setting

production targets rather they resort to thumb rule and
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assumptions what are the environmental influence on the
demand, what share of the market the mini is holding;

answers to these questions are not available to the factory.

Also, the market trend of the demand is not known to the

factory. In this regard of planning production, some

introductory note has been given in Chapter-I.

The factory operates in multiple of eight hours such as

8 hrs., 16 hrs. and 24 hours per day. Thus from logic point

of view a facility operating 8 hours a day needs to be

nearly three times as large as 24 hours operation in order

to produce the same daily output. Moreover, facilities

operate for 5 days, 6 days or 7 days a week. The fewer the

hours worked, the more the plant capacity would be needed

for a given output.

Capacity is a major constraint in preparing a master

schedule for a given output. It is influenced by

i. the number of scheduled working days per week as

stated above and

ii. the number of shifts, the overtime policy,
manpower levels and the state of availability

of equipments.

In the present study it was found that a master

schedule of production programme is never prepared for the

purpose. The factory nromally operates on a single shift,

but sometimes and very occassionally a double shift
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production is made in the chocolate section and overtime and

sub-contracting policics arc used in the Gum saction. Thess

are the symptoms of poor management of the factory. It is

convinced that there never existed a Clearly set production

programme. Thus forward planning of production being absent,

resources planning in terms of their capacities utilization

was never formulated. This resulted in highly ineffective

management of operations lack of scientific maintenance,

balancing of production lines not accomplished and

modernization programme of plant and machinery not taken.

Moreover, due to a production master schedule not prepared,

a full day's production solely becomes dependent on the

worker's attitude, performance etc. Whi Ie ascertaining the

capacities of the various facilities, effort has also been

given to assess man-power requirement in each of the

departments such as chocolate and .gum departments. A

comparison has been made between. these required manpower and

available manpower in employment. This is shown in later

part of this chapter.

PROCUREMENT or RAW MATERIALS:

The raw materials could be categorized into two types

depending on purchase system. One, is the locally purchased

raw materials, such as sugar; ground nut, liquid glucose,

vegetable oil, etc. and other, is foreign purchased raw

materials, such as cocoa-powder, milk powder, OOO-HI, gum

base, flavour, food colours etc. These materials are
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purchased through international tendering system and all the

local raw materials except sugar are purchased through local

tender or spot quotation. The imported raw materials are

purchased one or two times a year without any assessment of

its proper requirement. The local raw materials are

purchased at least six times a year. Sugar is purchased from

mill gates of the sugar mills six to eight times a year

depending upon requirement. Due to this unplanned and

unscientific method of procurement, the factory possibly

suffers from non-optimization and incurring loss. It has

been revealed, without carrying an ABC analysis even, that

huge amount of vsrious flavours, food colours, lecethene are

lying unused for more than five years in the store. Those

raw materials have eros sed the expiry dates long ago and are

not fit for use. This is one example out of many similar

examples could be given. In the present work effort has been

given to prepare a schedule of procurement of some of the

raw ma~erials for the year 1989-90. The objective would be

minimize the cost of inventory.

5.2 DETERMINATION OF CAPACITIES AND UTILIZATION
USING TIME STUDY METHOD

An assessment of existing production capacity of the
different products per shift, the utilization of the
different facilities and utilization of manpower have been
made in this section. Effort has been given to identify the
different parameters in capacity measurement and utilization
measurement of the facilities. In assessing the required
manpower a time study was carried out.
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-5.2.1 Application of Work Measure.ent
Lli.e .tu4~) Metho~

Although technology, .automation and computers are

changing work habits and relationship, but still labor

remains a predominant factor in the work environment. Work

meaaurement is a tool for evaluating and planning labor

utilization in production system. Work measurement finds its

use in various purposes such as follows:

i. Worker's performance

ii. Planning work force needs

iii. Hake or buy decisions

iv. Equipment replacement decision,

Etc.

It is the methodical analysis of tasks for the purpose

of establishing standard times for their performance using

specified methods under prescribed conditions.

Work measurement, known also as time study, determines

the amount of time required to perform a unit of product. It

establishes the amount of time required by a qualified

worker, using a standard method and working at a standard

work piece, to perform a specified operation. When properly

used, work measurement can increase overall efficiency,

which can make possible higher wages for labour lower prices

for consumers, and higher profits for equity interest.
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The output from work measurement is production time

standards. A time standard usually includes the working time

of an employee with allowances for personal delays,

unavoidable delays, and fatigue. If management is to utilize

labor inputs efficiently, it must formulate standard methods

of work performance.

In the present work, a comprehensive stop-watch time

study was performed. Three different kinds of time such as

i. actual time

ii. normal time &
iii. standard time

were measured

Actual time is the meantime it takes for the operation

to perform each element in the operation.

Normal time is the time required to perform the

operation by an operator who is working at 100~ efficiency

(i.e. 100% performance rating) with no delays (avoidable or

unavoidable).

Standard time is the time required to perform the

operation by an operator who is working at 100~ efficiency

with unavoidable dealys but no avoidable delays. The

unavoidable delays are called allowances. The allowance

factor included time lost because of fatigue, faulty
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materials, breaks for personal needs, machine breakdowns,

maintaining the work area, supervisory directions, and so

forth.

After computation of all the elemental times, average

elemental times were determined. Once the elemental

performance ratings were established, they were multiplied

by the average elemental times. The total (summation) of the

average elemental times adjusted for efficiency by the

performance rating is the normal times for the operation.

The inclusion of the allowance time with the normal times

results in the standard time for the operation. The normal

time and standard time were determined by using the

following formula:

Normal time =~(average element time)
Performance rating

x --------------------]100

Standard time = normal time + allowance time.

An observation sheet that was used in time study

analysis is shown below:
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Name of the item:

Observer :
Date

•

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Process
element

tlame of the
process

Observations (Sec/process element)
------------------------------------

1 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 9 10

( AI
Mean
tile
(sec)

( 8 )
Ra t-
ing

fA) x (8)
Norlal
tile
(sec)------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Standard time = Normal time + % allowanceof normal time

= NT(l + %A)

5.2.2 Capacity of Chocolate Section

In chocolate production it enco~nters some specific

problems. While the capacity of this section is determined,

the inherent problems were identified in the process.

Production capacity of chocolate (Moulded chocolate) Section:

Basic Data*

Total working time per shift excluding rest period
oflhr, (hrs.) =7

Average production time required per batch of large
chocolate, (mins) = 46.7

Average number of batches produced per shift = 9

Freezer capacity in number of trays per cycle = 47

Number of moulds per tray = 4

* Obtained from time study
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Number of large chocolates per mould = 6

Average weight of large chocolate per piece (gms) = 36.72

Average percentage of chocolate breakage during
demoulding = 15.62

Average percentage of chocolate breakage
during wrapping = 4.11

Calculations:

i. Weight of chocolate moulded per cycle:

Weight of chocolate moulded per cycle of casting & moulding

= (No. of trays used per cycle) x (No. of moulds/tray)
x (No. of chocolates/mould) x (Wt. of chocolate/piece)

47 x 4 x 6 x 37.72
~ ---------------------

1000

= 42.42 Kg.

Kg.

ii. Weight of chocolate moulded per shift:
Weight of chocolate moulded per shift
= (Weight of chocolate moulded per cycle) x (No. ofcycles per shift)
= 9 x 42.42 Kg.
= 381.41 Kg.

The production capacities are shown in Table-5.1 and

Table-5.2, while including breakage and excluding breakages

respectively. It has been observed from the study that the

breakage during demoulding is higher during summertime than

in winter time because of inefficiency of the humidity

control device.
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Table 5.1 Chocolate Production capacity/shift
(when broken pieces are not packed manually)

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1 Breakage

----------------------------------------------------
Breakage during deloulding Het capaci tyMOulding*

capaci ty
Kg.

Manually
wrapped

Manually not
wrapped

Breakage
d'Jring
wrapping

Kg. Equip.
Box

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

3B1. 41 11.41 4.21 . 4. 11 306.157 337.63

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

f Houlding capacity can be interpreted as the capacity at the stage
when the loulded chocolate just cOle out of the freezer

Table-5.2 Chocolate production capacity/shift
(when broken pieces are packed manually)

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Breakage during

* deloulding Kg. Quantity to Breakage Het capaci ty
Moulding (8) autolatic during
capaci ty wrapping auto Kg. Equiv.

Kg. Manually Manually Kg. wrappIng (H) : Box
(A) wrapable not wrap- (E) : Kg. (A)-(D)-(Fl

Kg. able Kg. IA) - (B) If)
Ie) (0 )

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

38 I. 41 43.52 16.06 321.83 13.23 352.12 388.31

-------------------------------------------------_._----------------------------------

f Houlding capacity can be interpreted as the capacity at the stage
when the loulded chocolate just cOle out of the freezer
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REASON OF PRODUCTION BOTTLENECK IN PRODUCTION
OF CHOCOLATE

The freezer is operating with a very poor efficiency.

this is because of dramatic reduction of cooling capacity

during its life. The equipment has long before (nearly 10

years from now) crossed its usefu 1 and economic 1ife. Thus

an obsolete and outdated equipment without proper automatic

control devices is being used with low freezing capacity.

Improper freezing caused the large breakage.

Automatic temperature control and humidity control

devices are not available with the freezer. Thus the freezer

can not maintain the required constant temperature level of

-100 but +60C is actual. This causes the freezing operation

becoming highly in efficient and taking lengthier freezing

time for moulded chocolate. It has been found that this

operation is the major bottleneck in the production line.

ACTUAL ACHIEVEABLE OUTPUT OF CHOCOLATE

The actual production of chocolate products of the

factory have been found to be less than calculated

production capacities as shown in Table-5.1 and Table-5.2.

The resaons are as follows:

i. The tempering machine and the moulding machine are
heated at the begining of the first shift as shown in
bar chart in Figure 5.1. The heating time required is 60
minutes. During this period the empty moulds are
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6:00 AM 7:00 AM
60 MIN. 8 MIN 20 SEC 1 MIN. 58 SEC

HEATING OF TEMPERING MACHINE
HEATING OF MOULDING MACHINE

COOLING OF EMPTY
--___ MOULDS ....... .

.MOULDING

20 MIN VIBRATING ,

! CONVEYOR
CHOCOLATE FREEZING

WITHDRAWAL OF MOULD
FROM FREEZER

COOLING OF EMPTY MOULDS
WRAPPING WRAPPING
MACHINE MACHINE

1 MIN 58 SEC 17 MIN 7 MIN 30 SEC 7 MIN 15 SE( ~

-
CARRYII~ OF

MQJ S .
36 MIN 21 SEC 17MIN 16 !~I 25

--

SOME

SEC

(7;,1 (l)
, I \ CD
. f \ I
~'''j, , CD

46 MIN 3 SEC

Fig. !i:l f- Bar chart showing the preperation and making of the first batch of
moulded chocolate



simultaneously cooled. The other downstream operations
could not be started before the completion of these two
operations. As such, the time available for production
in the first shift is only six hours. Thus the number of
batches (for large chocolates) could be produced in the
first shift is (6 x 3600/2802 = 7.72) seven instead of
nine as determined earlier. However, if all the
operations could be performed effectively and the
workers show positive attitude by putting extra efforts,
eight batches could be manufactured per shift. Thus for
a minimum of 7 batches to a maximum of 8 batches the
reduction from the capacity would be by {(9-8)/9 x 100)
= 11.11% and Il maximum of {(9-7)/9 x 100) = 22.22%
respectively.

ii. The freezer capllcity for cooling of moulded chocolate is
47 trays with 188 moulds for recommendation per cycle.
Currently the factory has only 175 moulds out of which 7
moulds are out of order. Thus only 168 moulds are
available for one moulding freezing cycle. This resulted
to a reduction of {(l88-168)/188 x 100) Le. 10.64% in
production cllpacity.

From the reductions in production capacities as

expillined Ilbove Il combined effect of Il minimum of (ll.ll +

10.64) I.e. 21.75% Ilnd Il mllximum of (22.22 + 10.64) Le.

32.86% less from cllicuilltedcllpllcitieswould be availllble .

.MANPOWER UTILIZATION:

Utilizlltion of mlln Ilnd mllchine is not viewed in

isolation since these two Ilre complementary to one another.

An example could expillin this interrelationship. During one
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hour of heating of the conching machine and cooling of the

moulds in the freezer, rest of the workers in the downstread

production line along with the machine are in idle state.

This results in the loss of labour-hours which stand at (1 x

13) = 13 labour-hours. The effect .of this idle and non-

productive hours production of two batches of chocolate is

lost. Under this bottlenecking condition the restriction

could be released and productivity increased if one or two

workers with the responsibility of heating the conching

machine and tempering machine one hour before the normal

working shift starts. This arrangement would increase. the

chocolate production to maximum of {(10-8)=2/7 x 100} =

28.52% and a minimum of (2/8 x 100) = 25%.

5.2.3 Calculation of Production Capacity per Shift and
Percentage Utilization of Different Facilities:

Production Capacity Calculation:

Production capacity per shift for each of the

facilities in each department were calculated. Sample

calculations for one or two of such facilities are presented

below:

i. Capacity of the chocolate Department

A batch of 42.453 Kg. of raw chocolate mixture is
prepared with the following composition of raw material
ingredients:
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Raw materials Amount/Batch, (Kg) Percentage I
,. I'

========================================================

Sugar 21.079 49.65
Milk Powder 10.868 25.60
Cocoa Powder 3.806 8.97
Vegetable oil 6.700 15.78

So, Total raw mixture = 42.453 Kg/batch 100.00

It has been found that on average,' eight batches are

produced per shift.

Thus raw mixture, produced would be

= 42.458 kg/batch x 8 batch/shift = 339.624 kg/shift

Other raw material ingredients added per shift gross

measurement basis:

Ingredients Amoung in Kg.
============================================

000 HI = 4.552
Vegetable fat = 53.601
Lecethine = 1.592
Vaniline = 1.360
Antioxident = 0.040
Raw mixture = 339.624

Ttoal = 400.769 Kg.
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This liquid chocolate of approximately 400 kg. produced
per shift is transferred to the tempering machine where
0.663 kg. of flavour is added.

ii. Sugar Crushing Machine:

From time study data, it was found that on average it
runs for 7 hours per shift takes 719 secs. for crushing
30 kg of sugar. Thus the capacity of the crushing
machine during the effective working hours per shift
would be,

Amount of crushed sugar produced/shift
30 x 7 x 3600

=

=
719

1051.46 Kg.

kg.

In 400 kg. of liquid chocolate 21.079 x 8 = 168.632 kg.
of crushed sugar is required. Thus for 1051.46 kg. of
crushed sugar per shift the number of boxes of fresh
chocolate produced would be as follows:

Amount of liquid chocolate produced per shift

400 x 1051. 46= ----------------
168.632

Add flavouring agent
(0.663 kg. per 400 kg. of
liquid chocolate)

= 2494.094 kg.

= 4.134 kg.

Weight of flavoured fresh chocolate per 1051.46 kg.
of crushed sugar per shift = 2498.228 kg.

Average weight of fresh chocolate/piece = 37.57 gmt
and 24 pieces of fresh chocolate = 1 Box.

Thus, number of boxes of fresh chocolate produced
per shift

2498.228 x 1000
= ------------------

37.57 x 24

= 2770
Therefore, the capacity of the sugar crushing machine

= 2770 boxes of fresh chocolate/shift.
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iii. Millenger Machine:

From time study it was found that in average the machine
can mix 1 batch (42.453 kg) of raw mixture in 455 sec.

Total number of batches that can be produced during the
effective working hours per shift

1 x 7 .x 3600
= --------------

455
= 55.38
= 55

Thus, the capacity per shift = 55 x 42.453 kg.
= 2334.915 kg.

It has been found that (42.453 x 8) i.e. 339.624 kg. of
raw mixture produces 400.663 kg. of flavour added fresh
chocolate.

Thus, 2334.915 kg. of raw mixture produces flavour added
fresh chocolate

400.663 x 2334.915
= ----------------------

339.624

= 2754.56 kg.

And,
2754.56 x 1000

2754.56 kg. of fresh chocolate = -----------------------37.57 x 24

= 3054 Boxes.

Thus,
Capacity of the Millenger machine = 3054 boxes of
fresh chocolate/shift.
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Similarly, the capacities of other facilities were

caLculated and these arc given in Toblo-5.3.

In section 5.2.3 maximum capacity for the

production of chocolate was calculated and found to be

381.41 kg of flavour-added chocolate per shift.

Capacity of sugar crushing machine

= 1051. 4G kg. of crush sugar /shi ft

400.663 kg. of flavour added chocolate contains

= 168.632 kg of crushed sugar

So,

381.41 kg of flavour added chocolate requires

168.6:32 x 381.41
= --------------------

400.663

= 160.528 kg of crushed sugar.

IGO.528 x 100
So, % utilization = ---------------

1051. 46

= 15.27

Maximum capacity was calculated to be

= 2334.915 kg of raw mixture/shift

400.663 kg of flavour added chocolate contains

= 339.624 kg of mixture.
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So, 381.41 kg. of flavour added chocolate contains

339.624 ~ 381.41
= -------------------

400.663

= 323.303 kg of mixture.

Thus,

% utilization
323.303 x 100

= ---------------
2334.915

= 13.85

Similarly, the percentage utilizations of all other

facilities were calculated and th~y are shown in Table-5.3.
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Table-5.3 : Production Capacity per shift and
Percentage Utilization of Various Facilities

End Facilities in sequential Number of Facility Capacity Utilization Max.
Product operation Product ---- ----------_.- of the capa-

Number Opera- Kg/shift Equivalent Facility city
installed tive number of

boxes/shift ?, (Box)

Chocolate Sugar crushing machine Crushing 1 1 1051.46 2770 15.27
sugar

Millenger machine Raw mixture 1 1 2334.91 3054 13.85

Refining machine Raw mixture 1 1 2377.:37 3110 13.60

Conching machine Chocolate 1 1 400.00 444 95.20

Stirring kettle machine Chocolate 1 1 400.00 444 95.20
407

Tempering machine Chocolate 1 1 2103.92 2249 18.13

Moulding machine Chocolate 1 1 2103.92 2249 18.13

Vibrating conveyor Chocolate 1 1 2103.92 2249 18.13

Freezer Chocolate 1 1 381.41 407 100.00

Wrapping machine Finished choco 1 1 946.76 1050 38.89

Manual workers 3 90.00

-------------------------------------------------------_. __._------------------------------------------



Table-5.3 Production Capacity per shift and Percentage
Utilization of Various Facilities (Contd.)

Number of Facility CapacityEnd
Product

Facilities in sequential
operation Product

Number
installed

Opera-
tive

Kg/shift Equivalent
number of
boxes/shift

Utilization
of the
Facility

%

Max.
capa-
city

(Box)

Picnic Oven Core 2 1 265.01 638 100.00
Delight

Cream preparation m/c Cream 1 1 19.20 638 100.00
638

Conchingmachine Chocolate 1 1 400.00 l299 49.16

Freezer Picnic Delight 1 1 6216.34 7343 8.70

Manual workers 31 90.00

-.I
-.I

Tea
Time

Wafer
Cream

Conching machine

Freezer

Manual Workers

Conching machine

Freezer

Manual workers

Chocolate

Tea Time

Chocolate

Wafer Cream

1

1

34

1

1

41

1

1

1

1

400.00

3079.58

400.00

3883.14

3009

16002

2965

16645

100.00

18.81

90.00

100.00

17.82

90.00

3009

2965



Table-5.3 : Production Capacity per shift and Percentage
Utilization of Various Facilities (Contd.)

Number of Facility CapacityEnd
Product

Lucky Dip

Facilities in sequential
operation

Oven

Product

Mixture

Number
installed

2

Opera-
tive

1

Kg/shift

545.84

Equivalent
number of
boxes/shift

4198

Utilization
of the
Facility

%

89.11

Max.
capa-
city

(Box)

Conching machine

Freezer

Manual workers

Chocolate

Lucky Dip

1

1

40

1

1

400.00

4282.87

3790

18076

100.00 3740

20.69

90.00

"<Xl

Cum Sugar crushing machine Crushed Sugar 1 1 1051.45 6675
(Any kind)

Kneading machine Gum 1 1 513.48 1636

Rolling machine Fresh gum 2 1 532.00 1672

Cutting machine Fresh gum 2 1 650.87 2046

Manual Workers 62 90.00

--------------------

:Y,\

24.52

100.00

97.84 1636

79.97

•



Table-5.4 Utilization of Various Facilities
(at the mmcimum production rate)

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -
Nu~bpr of Fal iJ ity

---------------------------------------------------
% Utilization of earh farility when each
product is produced at its lalilUI capacity

Facility involvpd

Numbn
installpd

Opera-
t i ve Choro Pi r .

De I.
Tea
TilP

Wafer
Creal

Lucky
Dip

GUI Total
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Sugar crushing
machine
Millenger ~achine
Refining machine
Conthing lalhine
Stirring kettle mit

Tempering ~achine
Moulding machine
Vibrating conveyor
Freezer

J 5.27

13. Po5

13.60

95.20 49.](, 100.00 100.00 100.00
,)5.20 4'1.16 100.00 100.00 100.00
!Po _ 1 3

1:1. 13

JB.13

100.00 8.70 18.81 17.82 20.69
3B.B9

24.52 39.79

13.85

13.60

18.13

18.13

18. 13

--------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------
Oven

Cream preperation mil

2 1 [J 0 . 00

100.00

89. 11

100.00
--------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------
leading m<lChin~
RoJiing machifl€
Cutting machine
Manual workers

2

2

24 I 7
.> 31 34 4 1 40

100.00 100.00

97.84 97.84

79.97 79.97

62
-------------------------------------------------------.---------------------------------------
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Tab le.-5. 5 Average Utilizntion of Individual Facilities
During Study Period of 6 months
(Ju1y'89 lJec'H9)

'-

--------------------------------------------------------------_._---------------------------------
Average Production

---------._---------------------------------
Choco ric. Tea Wafn Lucky Gum

De I- Tile Creal dip Total
171 143 12~ 122 127 329

BOlel BOles BOles BOles BOles Boxes
I of mal. Production Capacity

Facility 66.5:3 21.3') 4.12 4 .II 3.39 20.40
--------- ._------------------------.---------- ._---------------------------

Facility Tnvolved
IllJmber

installed
Opera. 1 Utiliz.lion of each of the facility when
live each product is produced at its avo capacity

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::

Sugar Crushing 10.17 4.93machine
Hillenger machine 9.22
Refining machine 9.05
Conching machi"e 63.38 11.01 4.12 4.11 3.39
Stirr ing kettle 63.38 II.01 4.12 4.11 3.39
Tempering machine 12.07
Moulding machine 11.07
Vibrating conveyor 12.07
Freezer 66.58 U5 0.77 0.73 0.70
Wrapping lachine 2589

15.10

9.22
9.05

12.07
12.07
12.07

25.89
------_._-------------------._--------------------------------------------------------------------
Oven 2 12.39 3.02 25.41
Cream pre. machine 21.39 22.39
Kneading machi"e 19.67 19.67
Rolling lachine 2 16.07 16.07
Cutting machine 2 16.07 16.07
Hanual Worker j 48 5 14 4 4 . 4 17 90.00
Hanual Worker II 28 2 7 2 2 2 13 90.00
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* No. of persons engaged by m.imi at present.

** No. of f<lOrkersrequired for YO,l uti.l.ization (tor average production
during tbe 6 montbs of st.udy period from July'89 to Dec. '89).
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5.:1 CAPAC ITY liT Il.17.ATlON ANn MAX JMIIM
PRODUCTION CAPACITY

5.3.1 Maximum Capacity

The maximum production capacities are shown in Table-

5.3. It can be seen from this table that under the present

conditions of the machines/equipment, the maximum capacities

per shift are given in Table-5.6:

Table 5.6 Maximum capacity per shift of the main
products and their constraints.

--------------------------_._--------------------------------
Maximum Capacity Capacity constraint__________________________ Facility

Products
Weight, Kg. Boxes----------------------_.-------------------------------------

Chocolate 381.41 407 Freezer
moulded

Picnic delight 265.01 638 Ovens

Tea Time 400.00 3009 Conching m/c

Wafer Cream 400.00 2965 Conching m/c

Lucky dip 400.00 3740 Conching m/c

Gum (any kind) 513.48 16:16 Almost all
related
machines

------------------------------------------------------------

From Table-5.4, it may be observed t.hat some of the

facilities of the chocolate section are in underutilization

They are shown in Table-5.7 percentagewise:
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Table-5.7 Un-utilized pcrccntaRc of capacity of the
facilities in chocolate section.

--------------------------------------------------
Facilities of chocolate

section
%

Un-utilized
--------------------------------------------------

Sugar crushing machine

Millenger machine

Refining machine

Tempering machine

Moulding machine

Vibrating conveyor

Wrapping machine

60.21

86.15
86.40

81. 87

81.13

81.13

61.11

---------------------------------------------------

The improvement of the utilization of these machines

would depend on the increase of production volume. It is

also observed from Table-5.5 under prevailing demand

situation of the mimi products in the market, the

utilization of the freezer and the conching machine are at

their upper limits of production capacity. Thus, for any

increase in the volume of production would requi~e increase

in the capacities of these machines/equipment. For example, -

if there is an increase in demand of products requring

increased production the capacities of both the

bottlenecking machines such as the freezer and the conching

machine have to be increased. This would in effect improve

the utilization of the underutilized machines and equipments

mentioned above in Table-5.7. This means that marketing

efforts have to be increased to be able to sell more
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products. This would justify in procuring both the freezing

and the conching facilities with higher capacities.

5.3.2 Manpower utilization:

The manpower utilization figures can be seen from
Table-5.4 in the row of "Manual Workers". These figures,
however, indicate that maximum number of workers are
required for their 90% utilization on average when the
production of the corresponding items will be done at its
maximum capacity. Table-5.5 reveals that for the current
average production (for a period of 6 months) the number of
workers (in some cases) had been quite high compared to what

was actually needed. Utilization of machine-man is also very
poor. It is to be seen if these people are assigned for

other tasks when they do not have to operate the machines.

5.4 DISCUSSION ON CAPACITY AND UTILIZATION
OF FACILITIES

5.4.1 Chocolate Section:

From the present study on capacity and utilization of

the facilities of the factory Table-5.3, Table-5.4 and
Table-5.5, it is revealed that the factory as a whole is
heavily underutilized. Utilization level percentagewise
ranges from 13.60 for refining machine to 100 for cream
pr'eparation machine. This fluctuating utilization levels in
the sequential operation line as well as for the overall
production system evolve three issues. These are,
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i. production imblllI1JJcf.~J

ii. restricting increase in production, and

iii. increase in indirect cost items of depreciation
cost etc. due to high underutilization.

Thus, imbalancing the sequential production line the

capacities of the bottlenecking facilities must be

increased. This is also required for increasing the

production level. In this respect the freezer and conching

machines are the two restricting facilities whose capacities

must be increased to balance the production line and/or

increasing overall production.

From Table-5.3 following information are extracted.

These are relative production capacities of some facilities

with respect to the most critical facility of conching

machine and stirring kettle (Production Capacity" 381
kg/shUt) :

Let, Y = 381 kg/shift.

------------------------------------------------------------
Name of facility

Production capacity, X
(Kg/shift)

Ratio, X/V
------------------------------------------------------------
Sugar crushing machine 1051 2.75
Conching machine 400 1.05
Stirring kettle 400 1.05
Freezer 381 1.00
Moulding machine 2104 5.52
Wrapping machine 947 2.25
------------------------------------------------------------
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From the above information it is evident that the

production of chocolate products could be increased by a

minimum of about 2.25 times the current production level.

This would require increasing the capacities of the

conching, stirring and freezing facilities'. Thus, additional

conching machines should be installed. Also, it would

required installation of a large capacity freezer with at

least three times the present capacity with automatic

temperature and humidity control devices.

For continuous operation, the followin.g suggestive
measures are proposed:

Installation of a continuous free~ing tunnel through
which the moulding trays will pass.

Tunnel should be designed so that the chocolate
materials become sufficiently cooled.

The trays wIlen come out of the tunnel could be demoulded
manually.

The trays containing empty moulds could be loaded on a
return conveyor.

These empty moulds could be reused for casting chocolate
material without further cooling.

1. Two additional storage cum stirring kettle would be
required to increase capacities. The existing kettle has
a storage capacity of 400 kg of liquid chocolate,
comparable to the existing capacities of the freezer and
conching machines.
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ii. For production of the "Picnic Delight", separate
arrangement such as the roller and cutter arrangement
could be installed so that the core could be given
regular shape with increased production rate. Currently,
the core is made manually using a very crude and highly
time consuming method. Moreover the cores take. highly
irregular shapes.

iii. Presently, the molten mixture of chocolate is
transferred from the conching machine to the storage
kettle manually using a bucket. This operation takes
about 3 and a half hours. A gear pump may be installed
for the above operation. This would save time of
manual operation and perform efficiently.

5.4.2 Gum Section:

It can be seen from Table-5. 3 that the capacities of

the existing gum making facilities are highly under-

utilized. Thus marketing effort along with brand redesigning

and proper merchandising should be given to create demand of

gum products. The existing capacity of the gum section would

permit increasing production level by two times the present

level.

At present, the breaking and wrapping operations are

performed ent irely manually. In food process ing product ion

system human-handling should be kept as low as possible.

Thus, automatic machine should replace human operation.
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In the gum section, one automatic wrapping machine of

desired capacity must be installed. This would make the

wrapping operation very efficient with minimum human

handling.

Scrap Reducti,.Q1lia the Gum. Sect_ion~_

The scrap during cutting operation is about 17%; as

shown in Table-4.13 this scrap requires considerable rework.

Scrap results from the poor quality rolling operation before

the final cutting operation. The output after rolling

operation is found to be mostly of poor quality. The stocks

coming out of the roller are of irregular shape and thereby

rejections occur at the cutting stage. This scrap could be

reduced as follows:

Modernization of the existing rolling operation along

with the cutting operation. Thus automatic cutting cum

wrapping machine could be installed for the purpose.
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ChUT>te.r - V:I:

FOREGASTTNG DEMANDS USING
WINTERS' METHOD



Cha.pte.r VT

F"ORECASTTNG DEMANDS USING
WTNTERS' METH:OD

The chapter is pr imar iIy concerned wi th the est imat ion of

the future demand of the Mimi-products. The data used were the

actual sales volumes of the past two years presented in Table-4.4

and Table-4.5 in Chapter-4.

6.1 WINTRRS' MRTHOD rOR rORRCASTING

Winters' method of forecasting could be used to

forecast a seasonal time series represented by the model

=

where

bl =
b2 =
Ct =

E.t =

permanent component

linear trend component

a multiplicative seasonal factor

error component.

The scheme of the forecasting process could be viewed

as of the following three phases:

i. Initialization phase for estimating parameters.

ii. Determination of optimum values of smoothing constants.

iii. Updating of the estimate of the parameters and
estimation of forecast values for future periods.



A computer program in FORTRAN-IV language was used for

the Wint",.", methorl of fo,'ecll"tillgin. an IBM 4331 computer

at BUET Computer Centre. The computer program accomplishes

the above phases and is capable of optimizing the smoothing

constants over specified ranges. It is capable of estimating

the starting values of the model parameters from the imput

data.

6.1.1 Initialization Phas~ fo~ Parameters:

In the initialization phase the starting values of the

above model parameters are estimated. The forecasting model

has three components, namely, (i) Trend component, (ii)

permanent components, and (iii) Seasonal ity factor. These

are estimated using historical data of various time periods.

The method is explained in the following steps:

Steps:-

=

=

9131. 91

11443.58

kg

kl(.
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Here, xl' x2 are the respective averages of total sales

of mimi products ,lurirlB the t.wo time periods called

seasons.

ii. The trend component has been estimated using the

following equation:

where,

X -•= -----~-----
(m-I)1.

= ------------
(2-1) X 12

= T(find component at the end of
t period.

m = number of season =

L = Length of a season =

Thus,

" 11443.58 - 9131.91
b2(0) = ----------------------

1 X 12

= 192.639

2

12 months.

iii. AThe initial permanent component al(O) becomes

=
L

2

where, ~l(t) = permanent component at tth period.

Thus,
'i::l(O) = 9131. 91

12
----(192.639)

2

= 7976.07.
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••••iv. Initial estimates Ct(O) of the seasonal factors may be

a.
computed using the following equations:
Seasonal factors ~t are computed for each period

t " 1,2,3,4, mL, as the ratio of the actual

observation to the average seasonally adjusted value for

that season, further adjusted by the trend; that is,

where,

(6.1)

t " 1,2,3, mI.

season

Xt "

xi "

J "

Actual value for tth period.

average for the ith

Position of period t within the season.
(where t" 1 to t " L+l, then j"l. etc.)

b. Equation (6.1) will produce m estimates of the

seasonal factor for each period. These should be

averaged to produce B sinf{le estimate of the seasonal

factor for each per"iod within the season. This is

accomplished by

I m-l "Ct " 2: Ct+kLm k=O

where, t " 1, 2, L.

(6.2)

"-Finally, the seasonal factors Ct(O) should be normalized

so that they add to L. This produces the initial

estimates of the seasonal factors as
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= C t
L

(6.3)

where, t = 1, 2 ,3 • L.

Sam~lc calculations:

AUsing equation (6.1), Ct could be calcuiated for t =
1,2, ... mL. Thus for .first season, i=1

------------------------------
-;;1- [(12 +1)/2 - IJ "~2(0)

or,
AC1 =

=
A

C2 =

7565
------------------------------------
9131.91 - (12+1)/2 - IJ " 192.639
0.9371

1.0379 and so on.
For season,

=

or,

i = 2

"13-.=,--- - -- - - - _.-- - - - - - -- - -,..,------
"2 - 1(12+1)/2 - IJ " b2(0)

t = 13

8730
-------------------------------------
11443.58 - [(12+1)/2 ~ IJ " 192.639
0.8407

1\
C13 =

=
"C14 = 1.1512 and so on,

For the two seasons (m = 2), using equation (6.2)

C t
1 1 A

= --- L Ct+kL
2 k=O

for t = 1,2, ... , L.
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Ie
•

Thus,
1 "- /'>.CI - (CI I. CI+IZ)Z
1 1\ 1\= (C1 + C13)
2

or
1

CI = (0.9371 + 0.8407)
2

= 0.8889.

Similarly,

L
=

2

1
:: (1.O:~79 + 1.1512)

2

= 1.0945 "nd so on.
FinaLly using equation (6.3)

=

=

12
C --.-------
l' l<! _

~ C
t= 1 t

12-------------------------- -(CI+CZ+

= 0.8889 x 12-------~~--------------~----------------------------
«(J. B89 ;.l.0945 + O.93B05 + ... + L. 0998 + 1.1971)

Thus,
/'.,
CI(O) = 0.889

ASimilarly, CZ(O) = 1.0720 and so on.

The computer program as ment.ioned earl ier calculates

the above initiaL seasonal factors and the initial permanent

component.s and trend components. The output is show in Table

6.1. The output summarizes the parameter estimation process.
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~I~TElS'~ETH1~ Fa~ FC~EC~STI~G i SE'SONAL TI~E SG!UES

[~ITIAL VALJ~~ ,1F THE PE~~~NENT,T~ENJ AN) SEAS] ~.L CCl'P!:NE~TS TO BE EST(.~ATED F'lC~ II-ECATA.

TH I: F I 1. ~ T .?.'. ",~rn~
INITI.~L
INITI.L
I'l['I.IL
INITnL
I~Urr.L
I,'HTIIL
INIH,IL
INITIIL
r'l[rrIL
HIITI .IL
I.'HTrAL
I'UT! iL
I:-IIT!AL
INlTIAL

c~ C.\T\ ~H!CH:Ct~~~, :~~ r'~
P5~~~NENT C~~PCNeNT' 7'17~.J"11
T1GNC C01'?JNENr. l?2.6J'C
S~\SJNIL cJCT~1 F~l ~~lr~~ L'
SE.S~NAL FACTC1 FCR PElI1~ 2 =
S~iS1NAL FACTe1 FOR PE~Il~ I =
5~.\S)~ALF~CTC~ CC~ !)~~rJn ~:
SEJS1NAL FACTCR FOR PE~IJO '; =
SeASJN.L FACT"R FG'! PE~IJ1 ~ =
S~A~~N~L FICTJl ~Cl "ERr:) 7'
SE.IS.1NALF~CTOR FCR PERIJO 3 =
SEASONAL FACTOR FO'! PE1I:O '1:
5~\SQ~~L ~~CTC1 F~q '~Rr~c 11 =
SEASONAL F~CTCR FCR pERIOD II :
SEASONAL FACT01 FCR PERla) l2 =

~;,OI;1NS '. rLL

C.11'q
l.0720
'l.nq~q
1.1172
'J •. Q6JO
1.030'.
1.122J
1.2015
l.12'12
C.7HS
0.90';9
0.9726

;!,~1J'jr:C

\Q
~

Table-6,1 Initial permanent component, trend component
of seasonal factors
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The quantities in the entire initializntion phase for the

24-periods were calculated as shown in ~able 6.2. The scheme

is described in section 6.1.3.

6.1.2 DeteIm~~_Ation of QE-t.im.!!1lIValue,! of
SmooJ!!.-ing~onsta.!'~

The smoothing COllstants contrril the number of past

realizations of the time series that influence the forecast.

Small values of the smoothing constant give significant

weight to many prior observation and result in a slow

response of the forecasting system to changes in the

parameters of the time series model Larger values of the

smoothing constant give weight to only the more recent

historical data and cause the forecasting system to respond

rapidly to parameter shifts.

A widely used technique to determine the optimum values

of smoothing constants is to carryout a sequence of trials

on a sot of !lctuaI historicnI data usinl( several different

values and then to select the value of ~ and;} that

optimize some measure of effectiveness, such as minimum sum

of squared errors

values of l)(, ~

as used in the present work. The optimum

and -; using one set of data are shown in

Table-6.:J. The optimum values for thus set of data are 0< =

0.03, ~ = 0.03 and i = 0.00.
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1
a

S~OOTH[~G CJNiT~~T apT[~[Z~TION qCUT[N~
ALPHA 3~TA ~AM~~ RES! DUAL SUI', CO- SQU~RES.

0.0000 0.0')00 0.0.100
o.ooor) 0.00:10 0.010~
11.:JO~.1 '1. G'l 0 a C.C.!';'-l
0.0000 0.0000 ,J.O ~CJ
0.0000 0.0100 O.COC')
1.iJOn[J '1.0l'1'1 C.2tf):1

0.0000 0.0[00 ,1.02C')
0.0000 ].)100 O.ClOO
'1.11'1 ,) .'0.")0 ...---J.CJC1.

o. 1~2 4952'~+')'l
O.l5Z7Z0S::+i)'1
0.152'46R;:+0'1
OolS11 n7~+C9
0.1 :249521:+09
001527206\':+0'1
0.152'Jlt63~+,)1
0.15317:37[;+09
0.15249,2': +,l'I

'":0:"".-;)-:3:""0"':'00:------1)• 0 [ 0:)---.----•.•--0-.-0-1-0-0------. - o. [ 5 .2" 'i 'f " " • ,]. i
,')•.110,) ,). 0.?,)0 0 .0000 :).1 'i ['J'l33E .0'1
:) • ,Jl 0.) 'J. C ? 0 0 .1. 0 [ 0 ,) i) • 1 5 ~'it 7 C:~ •. 0 'I
o • J J a [) 0 • {).! {)0 0 • 0 .!O'! .0 .r 5 2 ':i 0 16 E+ I) q
I) • :) 30:) J • a ? a a ~)• a 30 Q 0 • [ 5 27 'i 7'4r:+I)9
0.0')1).) 1 •.)300 1.0)01 0..l519946E+0'1
O. a j 00 Q • a j I)0 O. C100 0 • 152 [ 4q 6:: + 0 '/
1.rnr:):) ').C300 0.C20:) O.152405~F+0'J

-. ...2.:. '13 G:) --..........) • ': 1 'J ~ :'! • r. 3C1 0.1 S26 6~~.iF •. i) 1
-._-- • & "--- ~----------

______ ~ _ .- .______. ..'OF,+I)'/

.). hC.J ) .:Jl 1 -; ,) -••..-,-~-,-- O. 6",1,6.' 0 ~ + 'J I
a • 160;) ]. 0ZOO o. C,;0; o.1639573 E: +O'l
1.1600 .;.,nor) 0.CI0r) 0.16429791;+0"/
C.'t,O:J ) .r..?01J .) .02:)) f) .16f,6 399<;+0,
0.3600 0.0200 0.0300 0.16491l37E+09
0.16.,0 '1.0100 f).cnoo 0.1640865~+09
O.J,)O<J 0.':1';'1 Q.Cl:),) 0.[6',4.2'1010+09
OdSOQ f).010f) O.:)~C) 0.1647729E+09
0.160,; f).OlnO 0.03r)f) 0.16'>1[.961;+"9

TIE :JDTIMUM 5M'J,)T:H'I'~ CONSTANT'; IRE

ALPHA= 0.0300 BETA= 0.0300 GAMMA=" n~oooo

~

Table.-6.3 Smoothing constant optimization routine



The responses of the smoothinl( c'onstants ex , @ and -.)

to the residual sum of squares of the least square criterion

nrc di I' I'",-"n t.. Fi II. {-;.~ shows th" """ponAes of 'Y ond (3 wi th

respect to the I"esidual sum of squares. It is observed from

the figure that for the same chunl(es in the volues of } and

f.l ' the residual sum of squares changes more in case of Y.
It meuns that for the snme increase in the values of ) and~

keeping D( constant, the value of Y may lead to more error

in the estimation. No generalized conclusion can be drawn in

this regard.

Fig. 6.3 shows series of sample curves showing the

responses of towards the residual sum of squares. It

is observed from the curves that the minimum value of the

residual sum of square occurs at ~ = 0.03 corresponding to

the curve having ~ = 0.03 and Y = O. This point refers to

the optimum values of the smoothing constants. In the

sim:; lnr wny, the optimum values of lX ~ nnd -) nre found

out for each of the products of Mimi and they are shown in

Tub Ie-{-;. 4.

The series of curves ,!epicting the responses of~

towards the residu~I sum of squares for each of the products

of Mimi nre not giv"n due La spoce IifuiLations.
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Table-6.4 Optimum values of smoothing constants
~ ,0 And ~ "or lhe various products.

Symbolic
Name of
Products

Name of producls Alpha Bela Gamma

Overall Mimi-overall. 0.03 0.03 0.00

Mimi-l Orange chocolate 0.03 0.03 0.00

Mimi-2 Large chocol.ate 0.00 0.01 0.00

Mimi-3 Nut. chocolate 0.05 0.03 0.00

Mimi-4 Pineappl.e chocolate 0.00 0.02 0.00

Mimi-5 Almond nul small chaco 0.36 0.00 0.00

Mimi--6 Mi lk medium chocolate 0.00 0.00 0.00

Mimi-7 Block chocolate 0.18 0.00 0.00

Mimi-8 Picnic Delight. 0.36 0.00 0.03

Mimi-9 Wafer Cream biscuit. 0.00 0.01 0.00

Mimi-IO Tea time biscuit 0.28 0.00 0.00

Mimi-ll l.uch Dip O. 10 0.00 0.00
Mimi-12 Chewing gum 0.00 0.00 0.00
Mimi-13 Bubble gum 0.00 0.00 0.00
Mimi-14 Ball rum 0.00 0.00 0.00
Mimi-15 Icing sugar (loose) 0.00 0.01 0.00
Mimi-16 Icing sugar (packet) 0.00 0.03 0.00

Mimi-17 Table salt 0.00 0.00 0.00

From Tahle 6.4 where lhe 0l,limum values of the

parameters were given, it is observed that the values of
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in all cases except. the product. picnic delight. are zero.

This finding ,'eveals that the "easonal effects have no

influence on the prediction. Fig, G,4 shows, as a sample,

how the permanent component of the overall mimi sales varies

wit.h t.ime for different values of ~ , when ~ = 0.03 and
= 0, These variations for the individual products of Mimi

are not given due to space limitations.

In Fig.6.2, as a sample, the residual sum of squares

vs. smoothing const.ant ~ are dcpieledfor the overall mimi
sales, while ex. vari"" rand are kept fixed ..Such
variations for the individual

considering space limitations.
,

mimi products are not shown

6.1.3 I/pdat.ingof the Estimate of the parameters and
Estimation of Forecast Values for Future Periods

Let, the smoothing constant" be IX = 0.03, (3 = 0.03 and
0.00. The fitted model is given below as in eqn.(6.7)

where, ~ = time period during which ~emand to be
forecasted.

(6.7)

Using equation (6.7) a forecast for period-l at July,

1990 at time T=O is made as,
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=

:: [7976.07 + 192.639J x O.HHB9

= 7261.16

Now, permanent component., t.rend component. and seasonal

factor may be computed as follows:

=
0<. xT

---------
A
CT(T-L)

+ A "(l - p( Jl a l( T-l) + b 2 (T-l) ]

(6.4)
Thus, for T=l

=
1)(.. x I

-70.------
CI(O)

-I

=
0.03 x 7565

0.B89
+ (1 - 0.03)[7976.07 + 192.639]

Thus,

= 8178.96

'"aI(l) = 8178.96

i i. Trend Component._=-

,. A 1\ . ,..
b2(T)- ~ [aI(T) - al(T-l)] + (1 - (3) b2(T-I)

(6.5)
:: 0.03 and

:: O.O:~f'ril(l)

T = 1.

" "aI(O)] + (1 - 0.(3) x b2(0)
= 0.03 [8178.96 - 7976.07J + (1-0.03) x 192.639

= 1~l2.91fj
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Thus,
1\
b2(1) 1.92.946.

iii. Seasonal Factor:

A -; xT
~ "Gr(1') ~ • (1 - ) crl T - L) (6.6)".alIT)

for ~ 0.00 and T ~ 1

"Gl(l) ~ 0.00 + Gl(l 12)
A

= GI(O)
~ 0.8889

"Thus, GIU) ~ O.flB8!l.

tlsing the above e~timates, forecast for season-2 is
obtained by the equation (6.7) for period, T ~ 1

A
"2(1) ~ " A

.f b2(1) x I) " c2(0)
~ [8178.96 ~ 192.946)1.0720

= 8974.68

The estimated A(fitted model) values of xr+'e (T) for
24-periods were calculated using equation (6.7) along with

eqns. (6.4) to (6.6). These estimates are shown in Table-

6.2. At the end of period-24, the estimates of the permanent

component and trend component Awere found to be a124) =

"12532.2695 and °224) ~ 191.1747 l'espectively. These are the

initial values for prediction of x-values.
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=

=

and for

(1 - ~ ) ~T(T - L) becomes

Using these values of the model parameters, a forecast

simulation for July 1989 to June 1990 were performed. Thus,

for period-24 (i,e. July 1989) forecasted demand was

computed using equation (6.7) as follows:
" " ""[a1(24) + b2(24)] C25(13)

[12532.2695 + 191.1747] 0.8889

= 11309.86

The values of model parameters were updated using

equation (6.4), (6.5) and (6.6) as follows:

For T = 25 and

for (J. = 0.03

(:1(. x25(24)
----------- +
C25(13)

0.03 x 11309.86= ------------------- + (1 - 0.03)[12532.2695+ 191.1747]
0.8889

= 12723.44

and for ~ = 0.03
A 11.. A 1\ 1\b2(25) = \J [a1(25) - a1(24)] + (1-0.03)b2(24)

= 0.03 [12723.44 - 12532.2695]
+ (1 - 0,03) x 191.1747

= 191.1747

0.00

-i'~25(24)= ----------- +
a1(25)

= 0.00 + 1.0(0.8889

= 0.8889

predicted values of x-values for the forecasting periods
were determined and presented in Table-6.5.
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r,1IJC, F1R EeAsT
5~A5C ~AL FACTOR

C.333'1
1.0720
0.3939
1.1372
0.3630
1.0)04
1.122)
1.201')
t.12'12
0.7315
0.')05')
0.,)72~

1

C
Cp~~I.JJ

25
25
21
23
2'1
30
1l
12
33
34
n
J6

JUT'UT CF F~RCiSTI~S PHA~~

L~~"TH J~ TH~ S,A"ll~ IS 12
PE1:UNE'lT CJ~?l~,,~T . T,"',O

12721.4414 111.1746
1!')14.~C14 111.17'4
13105.777) 111.1742
13216.'1451 1'11.1740
11411.1111 111.1711
IJ67').2)1! 1')1.1716
11,J70.4;1l I'll.1716
l:.C.'Jl.l!ll 11l.t1~/~
1'.1.j 2• 7HI 1'11 • l 1l?
1444).'570 111.171l
t !t 6 1~ • 1 ~ 'i ;) L ., t • t 7 '! '1
1~J!~.~11~ 1't.1111

STA.,[)ARI) JEVI,lfIC'I=!'115.69C/~~q~~~ST Fl1 THE ~~~r l! ~CNrHs=0.1&5)E.a6

LEAC TI~~ [)
FORECAST
11310.2143
11344.5073
11BO.4805
15121.6992
116'.0.253'1
14094.4570
15566.2312
16:14.1417
160'1).84)7
112B.6055
1~~57. )062-
14419.')'122

1 ',,11':1J5

"\ "'

I
"

-o
-!"

Ta.ble-6.5 The forecast values for.12-periods of the
overall factory
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Table-G.G : Forecasted sales volume of each of the products
of Mimi for l2-periods (July, 89 - June, 90)

Products

Per iad (lverall 2 3 4 5 6 7 "" '1 10 II 12 13 14 15 l6 17

Jij I y, 1')89

August

IIlI0

13844

4010 18 2530 141 20

5040 3S 2903 IQS 19

363 126 1265 62.\ 18')

~47 GS 1575 685 214

65 4328 2535 00

74 609.\ 3549 07

00 396 255

00 296 610

S~pte~bel 11730 ~2i) 1 26 )131 1 ')7 OlJ m 150 1041 StU l72 36 5007 2095 04 00 S60 '00
,)LL

(Ie tODer

November

15122

11690

bjQ3 04 3684 202 S2

4055 02 3357 155 63

46(. S(' 1100 21rl 131

206 77 1022 lI53 ISO

4S S~45 2780 03

75 3434 1471 22

00 4(,3 00

00 130~1 00

December 14094 S114 00 WB 1SR 00

" 529 93 1259 22-14 174 51 5102 1875 12 00 1305 976

JJn11JrY, 1:1')0155"" 5')31 00 401:J 2'.'3 30 358 37 1273 333,l '19 45 5022 2319 13 00 764 1153

February

Harch
1633.\

16093

57lS 00 3605 166 63

5H9 00 3626 135 65

624 (,7 1320 2382 105

60~ 14 1160 1962 90

41 7199 3213 06

19 7414 2947 02

00 736 SSI

00 923 1003

April 11239 4025 00 2670 99 60 161 18 763 1080 136 19 4721 1895 00 00 492 782

Hay

June

13258

14420

5307 00 2964 135 99

S557 00 3503 133 (,5

270 00 732 1295 81

377 00 1150 1212 61

13 6022 2255 00

14 5108 2916 00

00 503 1508

00 410 899
. . . . ..---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------"-------------------------------------

Total 165300 61590 85 39470 2039 588 4790 726 13710 19330 1602 497 65396 29840 69 00 8156 8359



In Table-6.2, the output of the initialization phase is

given. A consol.idated output u"ing the optimum values ofO(,r"

and Y forecasted values called the fitted models were

given. These fitted models werecompared with the actual

models and thereby the residuals and some basic statistics

of aver'age residual, val'iance, standard deviation etc. were

given.

Computer output of the forecasting phase is shown in

Table-6.5. The for'ecasted values for each of the next 12

periods along wi th its permanent components. trend

components and seasonal factors were shown.

Pictorially the actual sales figures and the values of.

the fitted model (i.nitialization phase) and the forecasted

values for the next 12 periods for the overall sales are

shown in Fig.6.1. These values for all the Mimi-products are

also reflected pictorially as shown in Fig.6.5 through

Fig.6.21.

The scheme of computation of the forecasted values

using Winter's Method of forecasting,

overall sales were repeated for the

as used for the total

seventeen different

products under study. Considering space limitations detailed

outputs for these seventeen products were not given instead

the forecast values for the 12 periods. of each .of the

products were given in Table-6.6.
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FIC;(6;2);RESllHJAL SUM OF SQUA:Rm Vs
SM:OOTIIING CONS'I'.(ALPIlA)CUf~VES( OVElk\LL)
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FIG(6;3);RESIIH.T.AL SUM OF SQUA.RES VI'.'
DEfA OR GA1IfMA CURVJi:S(Mnfi.-(rVEP~"-T.L)
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FIG(6;6);SALES J)Al~.V.ALUEOF THE FfTI'En
MOnEL ANn FORCASTED V"UUE3(.1;fiIlfi-l)
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FIG(6::6):SALES DATL\,VALUE OF TIlE FIITE[.I
!liODEL MoW FORCASTED YALUE'3(lIi]Jjj[[-2)
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FlG(6; 7);SALE5 nATA.VAJ.lJE OF T'HE FTlTEn
MOnEL AND F()RCASTEl) VALUE3(MI1ifi-::1)
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FIG(6;B );SALES DATA.VALUEOF THE F'fTI'EH
!liODEL AND FORCASTED VAJ..TJES(MHfI-.1)
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FIG(6: 9 ):SAI.F.E DATA.YAI.IJEOF TIlE FITI'EH
!liODEL AND FORCASTED YALTJEB(MI1Ifl-l')).'. .
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FIG(6;10hSALES DATA,VALUEOF THE FITTED
MODEL ANn FORCASTED VALUES(bfiMl-6)
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nG(6;,11);SALE3 DATA.VL\LUEOF mE FITI'ED
MODEL ANI! FORC',,1STE)) VAUJJ!~3(MTMl--7)
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F!(;;((I:f2):SALE5i DATA.VALUE OF THE F'llTED' .
:MODEL AND }1'ORCASTED VALUE.'S(MI:MI-8)
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FIG(6~13)~S ..U.:EE IM..l"L\.VALUEOF TIlE li"ITI'ED
MODEL AND FOHC1..ST.ED 'V~UUE}3(MI.Ml-!i.l)
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FIG(6;14~J;SL\.LE5 DATL\.YALUE OF THE F"nTED
MODEL ANn FOR(.'AS'r.t!~DYAl~UES()lDII-10)
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FIG(6:1S):SALES D,!l.1'A.VALTJE OF THE FTITED
!liODEI, AND ji'Of.';CAS'rED V"UTJES(l.IilllI--l1)
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Chapte:r - VTI

DETERMINATION OF OPTIMUM
PHODUCT-MTX
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i

V:I::I:
UETEHM:I:NAT:I:ON OF" OPT:I:MUM

PHOnUCT-M:I:X

Some of the considerations in industrial planning relate to

the determination of profitable product-mix and optimal

production scheduling. This chapter illustrates the application

of linear programming to the solution of determination of the

optimum product-mix of the Mimi Chocolate Factory.

7.1 LINEAR PROGRAMMING - A Profitable Produ~t-Mix

The initial step in determining profitable product-mix

is the estimation of the market demand for the different

products of the factory. The manufactures from the factory

are of seventeen types as listed in Table-4.1. The demand

for these p~oducts fluctuates throughout the year. To do the

estimation, data on production of the different products in

the past 24 months i.e. two seasons were collected and

markel forecasts projected for the coming twelve months. The

forecasting procedure employes Winter's Method to analyse

historical data, and was facilitated by developing a

computer programme (Appendix-II).



7.2 FORMULATION OF THB LINEAR PROGRAMMING (LP) MODBL

7.2.1 Objective Function:

The object i ves are (i) to maximize the total sales of

Mimi products per year and (ii) to maximize the profi t. It

would be more appropriate to consider the total profit

rather than total sales in the payoff function. But as the

total cost of production for individual product could not be

obtained profit margin for each of the product can not be

ascertained. This may be considered to be one of the

limitations of the model. The objective functions are

deduced as follows:

(i) Sales maximization function:

Let, Z = Total sales of the Mimi-products per
year in Taka.

xi = Number of units (packets) of product i
to be produced.

Pi = Selling price of each unit of product
i in Taka.

So, Z = ~PiXi
Having the values of Pi's from Table-4.1. the objective

function becomes,

maximize Z = l09.38xl + l09.38x2 + l09.38x3 + l09.38x4
+ 135.42x5 + 119.79x6 + 154,OOx7 + 93.75xa
+ 43.75xg + 22~92xIO + 20.83xll + 47.92x12
+ 47.92x13 + 83.33x14 + 17.71x15 + 18.75x16
+ 6.25x17
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(i i) Profit maximization function:

Maximize Z =~(Pi - Ci)xi

where, Pi = selling price of each unit of
product i in.Taka.

Ci = variable cost per unit of product
i in Taka.

xi = number of units of.product i to
be produced.

The ob,jecti.ve furlcti,otl therl becomeA,

Maximize Z = llJ.IJIXI 4 14.41x2 + 14.41x3 + 14.41x4
+ IO.66x5 + 7.81x6 + 8.21x7 + 13.66xB
4 16.21x9 + 2.32xIO + 2.47xII + 7.94x12
+ 7.94x13 + 22.83x14 + 2.78x15
4 3.40x16 + 13.47x17

The coefficients (Pi - Ci) are obtained from Table-4.1.

There nr~ seven gets nf' r~~tricti()n ~quntionst nAmely,

&

i.

i i.

iii.

iv.

v.

plant capacity

labour hours

machine hours

Ingredients

maximum level of production.

(i) Plant Capacity Restriction:

Let,

Row mnt~rin] requirement for each unit
of product i, kg./pkt

C = Capacity of the plant, kg./yr.
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Thus, the restriction equation with respect to the

plant capaci ty becomes L.Wixi <= C

i.e. Wlxl + W2x2 + + WI7xI7 <= C.

With the values of Wi's and C from table-4.B and table-4.3

respectively, the above restriction equation becomes

O.909xI + O.909x2 + O.909x3 + O.909x4 + 1.136x5
+ 1.136x6 + 1.OOx7 + O.909xB + O.300xg
+ O.227xIO + O.227xII + O.39Bx12 + O.39Bx13
+ O.909x14 + O.454x15 + O.400x16
+ O.400x17 <= 1,39,662

(ii) Labour-hours Restrictions:

There are three departments in the factory and there

are limited number of workers in each section.

Let,

L. =~

Hj =

Direct labour-hours (in man-minutes) required
for each unit of product i.

Total labour hours (man-minutes/yr.) available
for department j (j=l,2,3).

Thus, the restriction equations with respect to

available labour-hours become,

Department-l (Chocolate):

LIXI + L2x2 + L3x3 +
Department-2 (Gum):

••• (a)

••• (b)
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"j'S from table-

Department-3 (Sweet~

1'15X15 • J'16xI6' LI7xI7
Substituting the values of L. 's

1 and
<= "3 (c)

4.9 and Table-4.10 respectively. The restriction
equations become,

Eqn. (a) becomes

6.50XI • 6.50x2 + 6.50x3 • 6.50x4 + 22.72x5

+ 16.04x6 + 6.52x7 + 36.36xa + 10.46xg
+ 8.85xIO + 10.Oxll

Eqn. (b) becomes
<= 21,68,880

22.29x12 + 22.29x13 + 191.80x14 (= 27,65,640

and Eqn. (c) becomes

3.21x15 + 3.42x16 + 19.60x17 (= 3,30,300

There are three departments in the Mimi Chocolate

Factory. Each department has different types of

machines for different types of oper~tions. The

machine-hour restriction equation are formed. by

calculation of the available machine-hour required for
each packet of products.

Let,

= Direct machine-hour (in machine-mins)
required for each unit of the product i,

= Total machine-hours (machine-mins/yr.)
available for department j,
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Then the restriction equations become,

11
!2~"rtm~_nt -_l_.LZ. mixi

i=l

1<1
Department - 2 2::= mixi

i=12

Putting the values of mi's and Mj from Table-4.10 and

Table-4.11, the restriction equation becomes,

29.73xl + 29.73x2 + 29.73x3 + 29.73x4 + 48.22xS

+ 42.27x6 + 187.40x7 + 21.03x8 + 2.09xg

(i v)

+ I.BOxI0 + 5.09xll

2 .16x12 + 2. 16x13 + 64.40x14

Ingredients Restrictions:

Let,

(= 74511360.

(= 40642560

(= 13547520

= mass of eacfi-of the ingredients required for
each unit ll'ucket) of product, i, kg./pkt.

= total mass for each of the ingredients required
in one year lkg./yr). the restriction equations
for each of the ingredients is given by,L mixi (= Mi

Taking the values of mi and Mi from Table-4.7 the

restriction equation for the major ruw materials become,
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Crushed sugar:

384.73xl + 384.73x2 + 384.73x3 + 384.73x4

+ 480.80x5 + 480.80xS + 423.25x7 + 235.S5xS

+ 55.97x9 + 64.75xIO + 199.32xll + 189.77x12

+ 189.77x13 + 595.88x14 + 454.0x15 +

+ 400.0xlS + 000.Ox17 <= 65572000

Milk powder:

204.52xl + 204.52x2 + 204.52x3 + 204.52x4

+ 255.60x5 + 255.60xS + 255x7 + 63.36xS

+ 29.75x9 + 34.42xIO + 40.71xll <= 19755000

Vegetable oil:

234.0xl + 234.0x2 + 234.0x3 + 234.0x4 + 292.52x5

+ 292.52x6 + 257.50x7 + 75.64xB + 34.05xg

+ 39.39xIO + 49.79xll <= 22581000

Cocoa-powder:

70.44xl + 70.44x2 + 70.44x3 + 70.44x4 + 88.04x5

+ 88.04x6 + 77.50x7 + 16.00xS + 10.24x9

+ 11.85xIO + 14.02xll <= 6645000

O~Hl:_

9.09xl + 9.09x2 + 9.09x3 + 9.09x4 + 11.36x5

+ 11.36xS + 10.Ox7 + 2.0xS + 1.32x9 + 1.53xln

+ 1.80xll <= 897000
Lecithine:

5.68xl + 5.68x2 + 5.68x3 + 5.68x4 + 7.10x5

+ 7.10S + 6.25x7 + 1.29xS + 0.82xg

+ 0.956xIO + 1.13xll <= 379000
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Liquid Glucose:

+ l45.50x14

Gum Base-=-

53.60x12 + 53.60x13 + 103.07x14

(= 8283000

(= 5437000

The factory must produce each product to meet the ~arket

demand. Demand forecast of each product is considered to

be the maximum level of production.

Let,

= Demand forecast for product i in kg/yr.

The restriction equations with respect to maximum level

of production becomes,

j products

The values of bi, are the found from the demand forecast

made in previous chapter from Table~6.1.

Therefore the restriction equations for the minimum

level of production becomes as foll~ws:
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O. !JO!Jxt (' ~- (;1" '10

O,9U9x2 <= 85
0.909x3 .<= 39470
0.909x4 <= 2U39
1,I36x5 <= 558
I. 1:Jf>X6 <= 479U
I.UUUx7 <= 726
U,9U9xS <= 13710
0, :lUOxg <= I!J.::l:i0
0.227xI0 <= 1602
O,227xll <= 497
0.:198xI2 <= 65396
0.398x13 <= 29840
0.909x14 <= 69
0.454x15 <= 00
0.400x16 <= 8156
0.4UOx17 <= 835.9

A co-efficient matrix for all the objective functions and

the inequotions is formed as shown in Table-7.1.
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Table-7.l : Coefficient Matrix for Sales/Profit Maximization LP Model

------------------------~-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Variables

Res tr ict 1on
11 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 x 12 X13 114 X15 x 16 X17 B

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
ObJective
Function

109.38 109.38 109.38 109.38 135.42 119.79 154.00 93.75 43.73 22.92 20.83 47."2 47.92 83.33 17.71 18.75 6.25 Z'Profit
Qaximization

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
14 ..)1 14.41 14.41 14.41 10.06 7.81 8.21 13.66 1&.12 2.32 2.47 7.}4 7.94 22.83 " 7"L.I U 3.40 13.49 !,Profit

max-imization
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Plant
capac 1 ty

0.909 0.909 0.909 0.909 1.136 1.136 1.00 0.909 0.30 0.227 0.227 0.398 0.398 0.909 0.454 0.400 0.400 1,39,662

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
I ChocolJt~
0::~O::ro 0 ,.,urn
COO«::t: Sweet,;
....:l

,:..50

0'.00

000

6.50 6.50 6.50 22.72 16.04 6.52 36.36 10.46 :3.85 10.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 21,6l1,880

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 11.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 22.29 22.29 1~11.[:0 0.00 0.00 0.00 27,05,(,40

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.il 3..li I'J.I,O .),30,300

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------_._-------------------------
I
I>l ChOC01.1tC
Z
•.•.• 0:: Gum:t:ouo«::t: Sweets
::s

2').;3 29.73 29.73 2?7.} ,W.22 42.27 187..W 21.03 2.0~1 l.:~O S.O~) 0.00

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.lt,

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 ,',45.11,360

2.16 64.010 0.00 0.00 0.00 4,06,42,5('0

0.00 0.00 3.21 3.42 1.56 1.35.;7.520

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Crushed '."Nar S,:L3 38<\.,'3 384.73 334.73 430.,:0 480.30 413.25 235.65 55.:'? 64.75 119.32 189.77 1:3').77 595.:J8 \54.00 100.00 0.00 0.55.72,000

66.45.000

3.97,000

3,79,000

32.33,000

0.00 1.97,55.000

0.00 2.25.81,000

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00 0.00

75.90 145.50

53.60 103.07

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

75. ~JO

53.60

l.30

0.00

49.79

40. ?l

1.13

24.01

14.02

0.00

34.42

39.39

11.85

1.53

0.956

0.000.00

1.32

0.00

0.82

29.75

34.05

10.24

63.36

75.64

16.00

2.00

1.296.25

0.00 226.55

0.00 0.00

77.50

10.00

7.10

0.00

0.00

88.04 88.04

11.3611.36

7.10

0.00

0.000.00

70.44

9.09

5.68

0.00

0.00

70.44

9.09
5.68

0.00

0.00

70.44

9.09
5.t,8

0.00

234.00 234.00 234.00 292.52 292.52 257.50

204.52204.52 204.52 255.00 255.60 225.00

9.09

0.00

5.68

70.44

204.52

Vegetable oil 234.00

0.00 0.00 0.00 54.37,000""
w~--_._------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~-----------------------------------------------~-----

Liquid glucose 0.00

OOO-H I

Lecithine

Cocoa powder

6uI base

GO Hilk powder
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From the above coefficient matrix (Table-7.l). it is

observed the following:

i. the values of the coefficients of the variables
xl' x2' x3 and x4 are same both in the objective
equation and the restriction equations.

ii. as (i) for variables x12 and x13

The above conditions make the variables in each category
redundant. This situation is overcome by incorporating a
single variable in the model from each category and
dropping the rest of the variables as redundant. This
transformation is accomplished as follows:

x'1

The other transformations are done below and the transformed
coefficient matrix is followed

x'2 "-' x5 , , •x5,,-,xB x B"",xl1 x 11"'" xU)

,
x'6"-' x9 x' 9"""""

,x 3 "-'x6 x12 x 12"'" X 16

x '4 ,......x7 *7 ,....,xI0 x' 10""'"x14 x' 13 ~ x17
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Table-7.2 Coefficient matrix for sales/profit maximization
LP model after transformation

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
x'l ,

x 2 x'3 x'4 x's x'6 x'7 x'a ,
x 9

,
x 10 x'll x'12 x'13 B'

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Objective
Function

109.38 135.42 119.79 154.00 93.75 43.73 22.92 20.83 47.92 83.33

14.41 10.66 7.81 8.21 13.66 16.12 2.32 2.47 7.94 22.83

17.71 18.75 6.25 Z=sales
maximization

2.78 3.40 13.49 Z=profit
maximization

-'\

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Plant
capacity 0.909 1.136 1.136 1.00 0.909 0.30 0.227 0.227 0.398 0.909 0.454 0.400 0.400 1,39,662r-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------99 Chocolate 6.50 22.72 16.04 6.52 36.36 10.46 8.85 10.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 21,68,880

.8 ~ Gum 0.00 0.00 0.00 o.ocr 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 22.29 191.80 0.00 0.00 o. 00 27,65,640
j Sweets 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.21 3.42 19.60 3,30,300r-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
~ Chocolnte 29.n 4B.22 42.27 l87.40 21.03 2.09 1.80 5.09 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 7,45,11,:J60~ 9 Gum 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.16 64.40 0.00 0.00 0.00 4,06,42,560
j~ Sweets 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.21 3.42 1.56 l,:J5,47,520...•--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Cr.sUl(ar 384.73 480.80 480.80 423.25 235.65 55.97 64.75 199.32 189.77 595.88 454.00 400.00 0.00 6,55.72,000
fJI M.powder 204.52 255.60 255.60 225.00 63.36 29.75 34.42 40.71 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1,97,55,000+'<:: V. oil 234.00 292.52 292.52 257.50 75.64 34.05 39.39 49.79 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2,25,81.000Q)
"ri C.powder 70.44 88.04 88.04 77.50 16.00 iO.24 11.85 14.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 66,45.000
'0 OOO-HI 9.09 11.36 11.36 10.00 2.00 1.32 1.53 l.80 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 "8,97,000Q)

•• Lecithin 5.68 7.10 7.10" 6.25 1.29 0.82 0.956 1.13 0.00 0.00 0.00 "0.00 o.do 3,79,odObl)
<:: L.glucose 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 226.55 0.00 0.00 24.01 75.90 145.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 82,83,000•... Gum base 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 53.60 103.07 0.00 0.00 0.00 54,37,000

------
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Table-7.2 Coefficient matrix for sales/profit maximization
LP model after transformation (Contd.)

Variables
, ' '( ; X • 3 x ' x ' x' 6 x ' 7 x • 3 x )'9 x •10 ! ' 11 x '12 ~' Po '.' 1 2 4 5 ' 13

Re~~tri(tiDn

.----------_. --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
., ' o . ~.,0 ') O.tlO 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.'.10 O.tlO 0.00 0.00 tI.OO 0.00 0.00 0.00 1 ,U ~, l:j.1, 1

. X 1 2 0.00 i .1 3 (, 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.1.10 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 55::

( 1 " O. 00 0.00 1.136 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 tI.OO 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 .\ 7 \I n
(JJ "(j) 0.110 0.00 lI.lIO 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 o .110 0.00 O. ,10 0.00 0.00 "72 r,....• 4,<:l
oj x ' 5 U .(lll U.OO 0.00 0.00 O. q 0 9 0.00 0.00 11.00 tI.,.10 0.00 tl . !J (I 0.110 0. Oil i ::: i 0...•
••• o.no 0.[111 11.00 O.lIO 0.00 1.1 . ..i 0 0.00 (I. (iO O. '.Iii 0.00 U.OO 0.110 0.110 1 ":COoj '; r,
> . O. liD O.UO 0.00 O. UO 0.00 0.00 o . 227 U.OO 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 i (.112
'tl ' 7
(j) 0.00 11.00 U.1I0 0.00 0.00 O.UU O.UO o ,,'n 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 O.OU .J '/1E 3 • L t.:

•••0 i ' 9 0.00 0.00 0.011 11.0U 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 Ll . 3 ~) t1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 'J 5 2:) ....,
4-<
(JJ

1 ' 10 0.00 1.1.00 0.00 0.011 0.00 0.00 U .110 0.00 0.00 o .,)0 ') (I. ,ill 0.00 0.00<::
oj

••• 'II O.UU II.(III 0.00 o. 00 0.00 U.OU o .00 0.00 0.00 0.00 (I .. 15;l 11.00 O. (10 iJ 0E-o
( ,12 0.00 o.OU 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 O.UO 0.00 0.00 O. ;)0 0.40 0.00 ~:15"
, ' 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0,00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.40 ~:3 5 9, 13

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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7.3 SOLUTION or THE LP MODEL

A computer program has been used for solving the above

formulated linear programming problem. The program was run

in an IBM 4331 computer at" BUET Computer Centre. The

solutions of the LP model are given in Table-7.3. The values

of Z.ax for profit maximization and sales maximization were

obtained from the respective final iterations. The total

production quantity is obtained for profit maximization by

adding the values of the final variables in the solution

matrix and the profit quantity for sales maximization is

obtained by subtracting the variable costs of the final

variables in the solution matrix. These are given in Table-

7.4.

Table-7.3 LP Model values of different variables for
profit maximization and sales maximization

Values
Value of variables, x'i
for profit maximization

Values of variable x'i
for sales maximization============================================================

x',1
x 2x',3
x 4x',5x 6x',7
x 8x',9x 10
x'll,
x 12,
x 13

56837.89
00.00
00.00
00.00

2577.80
64433.33

00.00
00.00

101290.69
75.82
00.00

20390.00
13294.19

Max. Profit,
Z = Tk.29,47,552.00

54861.84
00.00
00.00
00.00

2577.65
64433.33

00.00
00.00

101436.44
00.00
00.00

20390.00
13294.19

Max. sales,
Z = Tk. 1,46,59,078.00
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Table-7.4 Comparison of the maximum values of profit/sales
and correspondinR soles/profit values

--------------------------------------------------------------
Maximum sales value = Tk.I,46,59,078.00

1. Corresponding Profit Value = Tk. 29,40,624.31
--------------------------------------------------------------

Maximum profit value = Tk. 29,47,552.00
2. Corresponding sales value = Tk.I,46,OI,569.93
------------------------_._-----------------------------~------

Table-7.4 reveals that, the value of Z.ax in profit

maximization is higher than corresponding total profit from

sales maximization. Thus management would adapt the profit

maximization criteria to earn higher profit; although the

sules maximizution cretcr'illwould inher'cntly provide higher

utilization of plant capacity and higher safety stock in the
inventory.

Mention has initially been made while formulation of

the model that the variables with identical coefficients in

both the objective function and restriction equations were

transformed to a single variable. But to make the LP output

more meaningful detransformation of the vairbles was done.

This was done by distributing the value of transofmed

variable to the detransformed variables equitably based on

their forecast values. For example, for transformed variable

x'l ""'-(xl' x2' x3 x4) the value of final solution of 56837,

is distributed to Xl' x2' x3' x4 as shown in the 2nd column
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of Table-7.5. The final solution of the profit maximization

model is also given in the Table-7.5 which reveals the

following.

Product-wise demand of all the seventeen products

obtained by forecast are given again for easy

comparison. The .last column of the tab Ie shown, a

percentage wise production - the calculations of the

percentages are calculated as,

Percentage
production

LP production quantity= -------------------------- x 100
Demand forecast

An observation of these ratios shows that the optimum

production levels of almost all the items are much low~r

than the forecast value, specially the product 8 of the

order of 17%. These optimum level of production are due to

tight restrictions at the different stages of the production

processes. To identify the causes, the LP requires
,

sensitivity analysis. This is recommended that a future

study may be carried on this regard.
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Table-7.5 The LP model value and the adjusted value
of the items.

-----------------------------------~-----------------------------------------
Varia- Adjusted Forecast %
bles Name of the products LP volues LP values value Produc-

(Box) (Box) (Box) tion
-----------------------------------------_._-------------------------------------

xl Orange chocolate 33,926 67,756 50
x2 Large chocolate 56,837.89 46 94 49
x3 Nut chocolate 21,742 .43,421 50
x4 Pineapple chocolate U,742 2,243 50
x5 Almond nut smaU choco 00.00 00 492 00
x6 Milk medium chocolate 00.00 DO 4,216 00
x7 Block chocolate 00.00 00 726 00
x8 Picnic Delight 2,577.80 2,578 Hi,083 17
Xg Wafer cream biscuit 64,433.33 64,433 64,433 100
xlO Tea time biscuit 00.00 00 7,057 00
Xu Lucky Dip 00.00 00 2,189 00
x12 Chewing gum 69,554 164,311 42.30
xI3 Bubble p,um I,OI,290.69 31,737 74,975 42.30
xI4 Ball gum 75.H2 76 76 100
xI5 Icing su~ar (loose) 00.00 00 00 00
xI6 IcinllsUHar (pllcket) 20,390.00 20,:~!J(J 20,390 100
xI7 Table Slllt 13,294.19 13,294 20,898 63.60
----------------------------------_._----------------------------------------

Total 2,58,899 4,49,260 57.62
--------------------------------_._------------_._-----------------------------

The LP result shows that the following products have zero

values. The explanations arc given below.

5 - Almond Nuts small

6 - Milk medium

7 - Block

10 - Tea Time

JJ - Lucky Dip

14 - Ball gum

15 - Icing sugar
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i) Products 5,6,7

These products have high values of the coefficients in

the restriction equations and the low values of the

coefficients in the objective function. This condition

makes the mathematical manipulation to make their values

approaching zero values. Experiences suggest that during

production most of the chocolates broke away during

demoulding operation due to insufficient cooling of the

moulds in the freezer. This resul ts in the output to

labour hour and output to machine-hour ratios become

very low.

The labour-hour and machine-hour required for the

production of each uni t of these iterns are low and so

also the coefficients in the objective function are very

low. Moreover the demand of these two items were very
low.

iii)

The coefficient of the labour hours in the restriction
equation was exceedingly large.
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iv) Product 15:

The right hand side of the restriction of demand of this

item was zero. This obviates the optimal value to take

zero.

A comparison of the actual values with the corresponding

values of the LP model for profit maximization criteria

is given below in Table-7.6. The actual values are the

figures obtained from the factory of the year 1988-89.

Table-7.6 Comparison of actual and LP model values of
sales volume and profit volume for the
year 1989-90 for the products of Mimi

------------------------------------------------------------
Actual Values

(1988-1989)
( Tk. )

LP model
Values
(Tk. )------------------------------------------------------------

Sales/
production

Profit

1,52,53,691.44

19,94,027.86

1,46,01,569.93

29,47,552.00

------------------------------------------------------------

A comparison of these sales volume and profit volume

obtained by the LP model shows that a higher profit could be

achieved by producing and selling a much lower quantity of

sales volume. The table shows that a higher profit of

29,47,552.00 - 1994027.86
------------------------------ x 100

19,94,027.86
= 47.81%
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could be achieved if the company produces the amount of the
specified items given by the LP model in Table-7.5.

A comparison of eacb of the products that were actually
produced in year 1988-'89 and the amounts of each of the
products that are to be produced in the year 1989-' 90,
determined by LP model is given below in Table-7.7:

Table-7.7 Comparison of amounts of actual and that
for LP model values for each of the products

81.
No. Name of the products

Actually produced LP Model value for 1989-90
in 1988-89 (Kg.) ---------------

Box Kg.
---------------------------------------------

1 Orange chocolate 42,930 33,926 30,838.74
2 Large chocolate 876 46 41.81
3 Nut chocolate 27,099 21,742 19,763.48
4 Pineapple chocolate 2,068 1,123 1,020.80
5 Almond nut small choco 1,156 0 0.00
6 Milk medium chocolate 4,550 0 0.00
7 Block chocolate 3,250 0 0.00
8 Picnic Delight 8,013 2,578 2,343.40
9 Wafer cream biscuit 3,196 64,433 19,329.90
10 Tea time biscuit 678 0 0.00
11 Lucky Dip 260 0 0.00
12 Chewing gum 23,302 69,554 27,543.38
13 Bubble gum 13,703 31,737 12,567.85
14 Ball gum 196 76 68.40
15 Icing sugar (loose) 1,570 0 0.00
16 Icing sugar (packet) 3,089 20,390 8,156.00
17 Table salt 3,003 13,294 5,317.60

------
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7.4 OVERALL DISCUSSION ON THE LP MODEL

The linear programming model used in this study was

designed for short term planning, but is nevertheless

flexible enough to accomodate changes in production/demand

conditions.

The results from the manipulation of this model were

compared with the factory's actual production figures for a

given year. However, the optimal production of mimi items

proved to be much less (about 50% less) than the forecasted

demand, indicating that it would be profitable to leave

unutilised a certain amount machine hours due to

bottlenecking conditions in the chocolate production line or

very high requirement of labour-hours. This complexity could

be mitigated through reshuffling the whole production line

as already mentioned in Chapter-4.
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Cha.pter - VIII
OPTIMUM POLICY FOR RAW MATERIALS

INVENTORY

In the previous chapter, an optimum product-mix of the Mimi-
products was determined. In the present chapter, an optimum

inventory policy for some of the major raw materials are
suggested.

The raw materials, which consume large proportions of the
operating capital have been identified as shown in Table-4.6. The
basis used was that raw materials consumming 1% and above of the
total capital used for purchasing company raw materials. A list
of such major raw materials are listed below:

i. Sugar v. OOO-HI
ii. Cocoa-powder vi. Liquid glucose

iii. Milk-powder vii. Gum base
iv. Vegetable oil viii. Chocolate flavour

8.1 ANALYSIS OF THE REQUIREMENT OF MAJOR RAW MATERIALS

8.1.1 Require.ent of the raw.aterials:

Sugar

Total quantity of sugar to be ordered = (chocolate
products to be produced ) x (Average fraction of sugar used
in the chocolate products) + (Gum products to be produced) x



(Average fraction of sugar used in gum products) + Icing

sugar (loose) + Icing sugar (packet).

Thus,

Ws = <2 Wixi)Yi + (2WjXj)Yj + Icing sugar (loose + packet)
where,

Ws = Total quantity of sugar per period

Wi = Average weight of a unit of chocolate product, i

=

Yi =

Wj =

Xj =

y. =
J

quantity of chocolate products, i, per period
(twelve month-period) as obtained from solution
of LP model. (Table-7. 3).

Fraction of sugar content per unit of chocolate
products, i,

Average weight of a unit of gum product, j

quantity of gum products, j per period (twelve
month-period) as obtained from solution of
LP model (Table-7.3).

Fraction of sugar content per unit of gum
products, j.

Average consumption rate of sugar per month

Quantity/yr.
= ---------------

12

The composition of ingredients in percentage wise is

obtained from Table 4.12.

Sample Calculation:

Amount of sugar consumption per period is thus,

Ws = (56838 x 0.909 x 0.424) + (2578 x 0.909 x 0.424) +

(64433 x 0.300 x 0.82 x 0.424) + 101290 x 0.398 x

0.56) +' (76 x 0.909 x 0.56) + (20390 x 0.400 x 1)
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= 60390.70 kg/year

= 60.40 MT/year

Average rate of consumption per month 60.40
= -------

12

= 5/03 MT

Similarly for other materials including sugar, average

consumption per month were calculated and tabulated below

(Table-8.l) :

Table - 8.1

Average Consumption rate of the main ingredients

Raw
materials

Consumption

MT/year Mt/month

Sugar 60.40 5.03
Cocoa powder 5.44 0.45
Milk powder 15.72 1.30
Vegetable oil 18.92 1.57
000 HI 0.74 0.06
Liquid glucose 9.98 0.83
Gum base 7.23 0.60
Chocolate flavour 0.005 0.0004

8.2 SELECTION OF APPROXIMATE INVENTORY MODEL

8.2.1 Continuous Review Model:

Using a classical contibuous review model with uniform

demand and no shortage, the economic order quantities were

calculated and given below in a table-8.2 for a few specific

raw materials as examples:
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Table-8.2
EOQ of some of the main raw materials

----------------------------------------------------------------
Items

Ordering
Cos t, k

Tk./order

Demand
rate, D
MT/month

Holding
cost, h
Tk/kg-yr

Economic orier
quantity, Q

MT

Sugar 29,700 5.83 3.40 32.47

Liquid
glucose 29,700 0.83 3,40 13.19

Cocoa
powder 29,700 0.45 3.40 9.72

------------------------------------------------------------

Given,

=

where,

Q* = Economic order quantity (EOQ) , MT

k = ordering cost, Tk.

D = consumption rate, monthwise

h = holding cost, Tk./period.

Foreign items take on average six months time between

placement of an order and the receipt of raw materials. But

in case of local purchase of raw materials, particularly in

case of sugar (a major component) it takes on average one

month between placement of an order and the receipt of the

item. However, other local purchased raw materials such as

Mg-powder, soap-stone powder, calcium powder, liquid

glucose, biscuits of various kinds etc. take two weeks on

average. These times are known as lead times.
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For the above major raw materials considered, the

consumption during the le.ad time were calculated and given

below in Table-8.3:

Table-8.3

Comparison of EOQ and consumption during lead time
of some of the main raw materials------------------------------------------------------------

Item
Lead time,

LT
month

Demand
rate, D

kg./month

Consumption
in LT
Kg.

Economic
ordfr qnty.

Q ,MT
------------------------------------------------------------
Sugar 1 5030 5030 32.47

.Liquid
glucose 0.5 830 415 13.19

Cocoa-
powder 6.0 450 2700 9.72

------------------------------------------------------------

The calculated economic order quantities for the

various raw materials such as sugar, liquid glucose, cocoa-

powder etc. are much higher than the corresponding

consumption during their respective lead times. This would

increase the holding cost. Thus, inventory model such as the

werl known Periodic Review Model was tested. For the

continuous review model no shortage and uniform demands were

assumed. But these assumptions in reality are different. For

non-uniform demand the periodic review model would be

appropriate.

8.2.2 Periodic Review Model:

In periodic review model, it is assumed that there is

no stock on hand initially and the inventory is reviewed at
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fixed time intervals. A count must be taken of the goods on

hand at the designated inventory review data. The size of

the replenishment order depends upon the number of units in

stock at that time. Therefore, the order quantity varies

from period to period, and the decision maker changes the

quantity order to reflect changes in th~ demand rate.

The aim of this model is to enumerate for each of the

possible combinations of either purchasing or not purchasing

in each period and also the possible quantities that ought

to be purchased. With a fixed order period, the periodic

system requires safety. Stock for protection against demand

fluctuation during both the review period and the lead time.

This means that the periodic system will require a large

safety stack for a given item than the perpetual system. The

Dynamic Programming Technique can very. efficiently be used

for the periodic system.

8.3 DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING AS APPLIED TO DETERMINE OPTIMUM
PROCUREMENT POLICY OF MAJOR RAW MATERIALS

Sugar is a local raw material purchased on average 12

times or more a year. To reduce the purchasing cost (which

includes the ordering cost, transportation cost, labour cost

etc.) and the holding cost the total demand of the year is

divided into 4 periods and it is assumed that the purchases
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According to the monthwise consumption, the

requirements for the four periods are given in the following

table-8.4:

Table-8.4

Segregation of total sugar consumption during a year
into four periods

Period, i 1 2 3 4 Total

Requirements, ri , 12,446 16,283 17,623 16,021 62,373
in Kg.

Reduced
requrements, ri ,

(after factorizing)* 2 3 3 3 11

* Factorizing is done by sealing down, ri', to obtain
r. '~

reduced ri' Thus, reduced ri = ,where f =
f

reduction factor. The value of 'f' was 5874.34 in the

presen tease.

The dynamic programming approach is explained below:

Iteration-l

The iteration corresponds to periods i=4, that is, a

description of. the optimal policy at the beginning of

period-4. For this case, the model is as follows:

= minimum [B4(x4,Z4)]

Z4 >= 0

Z4 >= r4 - x4 = 3 - x4'
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where,

C4*(x41 = Total cost for the best policy ~or period-4.

B4(x4,Z4) = Total cost incurred for all possible
combinations of x and Z in period-4.

= Stock on-hand i.e., entering inventory at
the begining of period-4.

x4 = 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4.

= Quantity to be ordered at the beginning of
period-4.

= 0,1,2,3, and 4.
Now since,

K = ordering cost (=Tk.29700.00)

C = Purchasing cost (=Tk.25.25/kg)

h = Holding cost (=Tk.3.40/kg per year
= Tk.0.85/kg per period)

Sample Calculation:

For period 4, when x4 =
Ordering cost, k =

o and Z4 = 3
29700 = 5.05

Purchasing cost, CZ4 = 25.25 x 3 = 75.75
Holding cost~ h (x4 + Z4 - r4)

= 0.85(0 + 3 - 3) = 0.00
Total cost, C4*(x4) = 5.05 + 75.75 = 80.80

when x4 = 1 and Z4 = 2,
Purchasing cost, C,Z4 = 25.25 x 2

= 50.50
Holding cost, B4 = h(x4 + Z4 - r4)

= 0.00

= 0.567(1 + 2 - 3)
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Finally, when' x4 = 3, Z4 = 0
Purchasing cost = 0.00
Holding cost, h(x4 - r4) = 0.567(3 - 3)

= 0.00
Total cost, * 0.00C4 (x4) =

The calculated values are tabulated below:

Table - 8.5
Iteration-l
Period-4

First iteration towards optimum procurement plicy of sugar
(1)

o
1

2

3

(2)

3

2

1

o

(3)

75.75
50.50
25.25

o

(4)

o
o
o
o

(5)

80.80
55.55
30.30
0*

(6)

z *4

3

2

1

0*

k* = Reduced ordering cost

Tk.29,700
= ------------ = 5.05

(f=5874.34)

r4 = Requirement = 3.

Thus, optimum policy is not to place any order at the

beginning of period-4 so that inventory carried from period-

3 should be sufficient to cover period-4.Thus, c4*(x4=3)= O.

Iteration-2:

The second iteration requires finding the optimal policy

from the beginning of period-3 to the end of period-4. Th~s

is given as follows:



Z3 >= 0 ,
Z3 >= r3 - x3 = 3 - x3'

where,

x3' Z3 = 0, I, 2, 6.

c3*(x3) = Total cost for the best policy for the
period 3 and 4.

cost incurred for all possible combinations
of x and Z in period-3.

*C4 (x3 + Z3 - r3) = Minimum cost incurred for (x3 + Z3 - r3)
units in period-4.

The solution to the problem beginning at period-3 is given

in a table-B.5 below:

Table-B.6

Second iteration towards optimum procurement policy of sugar

Iteration-2
Period-3
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For example:

Let x3 = 2 and Z3 = 4. that is,

4 units are purchased; given an initial inventory of 2.
(stock~on-hand)

Purchasing cost, C,Z3 = 25.25 x 4 = 101.00

Holding, h.{x3 + Z3 - r3) = 0.85{2 + 4 - 3) = 2.55

Thus, cost incurred in period-3,

= 5.05 + 101.00 + 2.55
= 108.60

and, C4*{2 + 4 - 3) = C4*(3) = 0.00

Hence, Total cost,

C3*{x3) = B3(x3,Z3) + C4*(3)

= 108.60 + 0.00

= 108.60

Iteration-3:

The third iteration requres finding the optimal policy from

the beginning of period 2 to the end of period-4.

For this case,

C2*{x2) = minimum

Zz )= 0

where,
Zz )= rz - Xz = 3 - "Z

= 0, I, 2 9.

Cz*(xz>= Total cost for the best policy for the period
2 and 3.
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= Minimum cost incurred for
(x2 + Z2 - r2) units in period-3.

The solution to the problem beginning at perio"d 2 is
given in Table-B.7 as follows:

Table-B.7
Third iteration towards optimum procurement policy of sugar

Iteration-3
Period-2

o 2 3 4 5 6 7 3 9

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

0 239.90 239.90 239.90 239.90 237.35 239.90 242.20 237.35 7
1 214.65 215.50 216.35 217.20 215.50 213.90 221.05 214.64 2
2 139.40 190.25 191.10 191.95 190.25 193.65 195.30 139.40

3 164.15 165.00 165.35 166.70 165.00 163.40 170.55 164.15 0
.4 139.75 140.60 141.45 139.75 143.15 145..30 139.75 o or 3

5 115.35 116.20 114.50 117.90 120.05 I1UO 2
6 90 :i5 39.25 92.65 94.30 39.25
7 64.00 67.40 69.55 64.00 0
3 42.15 44.30 42.15 0
9 19.05 19.05 0

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Iteration-4:

The final iteration requires finding the optimal policy from

the beginning of period~l to the end of period-4.

For this case,

Z )= 2

The solution to the purchase planning problem is as follows

in Table-B. B.:

Iteration-4
Period-l

Table-B.B
Fourth Iteration towards optimum procurement policy of sugar

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
2 3 5. 6 7 3 9 10 11

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
o 292.90 296.30 297.15 298.00 299.70 300.55 301.40 302.25 306.50 309.50 292.50 2

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The optimum procurement policy is now given below in Table-B.9:

Table-B.9 Optimum procurement policy for Sugar
-----------------_._-------------------_._----_.-

Total cost,

*Ci (xi)

Stock in hand
at the beginning
of period i

xi

Optimal qnty.
orderedeach ,
per~od
Zl

.__._------------------_._._------------------

Period
i Iteration

1 4 2 o 292.90
2 3 7 o 237.35
3 2 2 4 55.55
4 1 d 3 0.00
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From the table above, the optimum ordering schedule is given

in Table~8.10. The orders are placed at the beginning
of the period.

Table-8.10 : Optimum ordering schedule for sugar

------------------------------------------------------------
Period Order quantity

kg. Adjusted order
quantity, Kg.

------------------------------------------------------------
1

2

3

4

11748

41120

11748

o

11340

39693

11340

o
------------------------------------------------------------

Total 64616 62373------------------------------------------------------------

It may observed that the actual demand was 62,373 kg.

of sugar, which compared to model output of 64,616 kg. an

adjustment must be accommodated for the built in error due

to factorization. The adjusted order quantities are also
shown in the above Table-8.10.

The optimum purchase schedule for the various periods are
given below:

Period-I:

Place an order at the begining,

Stock in-hand at the beginning,
z * = 2 units1 = 11748 kg.
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* Zl rl) C2*(0 2 2) C2*(0) 237.35C2 (xl + - = + - = =

* Cl*(O) Bl(xl,Zl) +C2*(0)Cl (xl = =

= Bl(O,2) + C2*(O)

= 55.55 + 237.35

= 292.90

Here, Bl(O, 2) = k* + C,Zl + h(xl + Zl - rl)
= 5.05 + 25.25 X 2 + 0.85(0 + 2 - 2)

= 55.55.

Period -2 :

Place an order at the beginning, Z2* = 7 units.

= 41120.38 kg.
Beginning stock-in-hand = o

*C3 (x2 + Z2 - r2)

C2*(x2) = C2*(4) =

:n = C3*(4) =

+ C3*(4)

55.55

= 82(0,2) + 55.55
= 181. flO + 55. 55

:;::237.:35

Period-3:

Place an order at the beginning, Z3* = 2 units

= 11748

Beginning stock-in-hand, X3 = 4 units

= 23496 kg.

= C*4(4 + 2 3) = C*4(3) = 0.00

= B3(x3,Z3) + C*4(3)

= B3(4,2) + 0.00

= 55.55
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Period-4:

Order quantity at the beginning,

Beginning stock-in-hand
z *4 =

=

o
3 units

c *4 = 0.00
= 17623 kg,

B.3.2 Opti.um Procure.ent Policy for Other Manor Raw Materials

The optimum procurement policies for other raw

materials were determined using dynamic programming model as

used earlier. Following were the consolidated analyses

including input data and results, Table-B.II:

Table-B.II: Basic data for dyamic programming model

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Procurement Reduced Holding Requirements in period i, kg Reduction *r.

RaM Material cost ordering cost I Factor, f--------------------------------------
Tk./kg. cost Tk/kg-period r1 r2 '3 '4-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------.-

liquid Glucose 25.52 48.65 0.85 1799 181l 2442 21"7 610.50
(3) (3) (4) (4~)

Cocoa pONder 124.00 40.44 1.70 2967 3678 735.60
(4) (5)

Milk pONder 87.06 13.43 1.70 8862 10891 2215.50
(4) (5)

P.L Oil 39.92 15.09 1.70 9584 7883 1970.75
(5) (4)

000 HI 140.65 393.21 1.70 508 454 75.66
(7) (6)

Chocolate 821.80 1023.21 1.70 58.l5 70.20 29.075
Flavour (2) (3)
Gu. base 109.00 22.88 1.70 2329 2602 1300

(2) (2)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------* Reduction factor is used to factorize the require.ents in

various periods.
I** Figures in the parenthesis are the factorized reduced requirements

in various periods.
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8.3.2.1 The optimum procurement policy:

Liquid Glucose:

The optimum ordering schedule was determined and accordingly

the orders were placed at the beginning of the period as

given below in Table-8.12.The summary result is given in the

following Table-8.13 with the exclusion of intermediate

iterations.

Table-.8.12
Order quantity at the beginning of each of the

four periods for liquid glucose

-----------------------------------------
Period

Order
quantity
kg.

Adjusted
order
qnty.,Kg

-----------------------------------------
1

2

3

4

1831.50

1831.50

4884.00

0.00

1763

1763

4703

0.00
-----------------------------------------

Total 8547.00 8229.00

Table-8.13 Optimum procurement policy for
liquid glucose

----------------------------------------------------
Period

i
Quantity
orde{ed,

Zi

Stock-in-
hand at the
beginning of
period i, xi

Total cost

----------------------------------------------------
1

2

3
4

3
3
8

o

o
o
o
4

506.60
381.40
256.20

0.00
----------------------------------------------------
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Thus, total cost = 506.60 x 610.50 = Tk.3,09,279.30.

For the other raw materials a consolidated final result

is given in the following table-8.14:

Table-8.14
Optimum procurement policy for other main raw materials

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-------------------------------------------------------------------------
Quantity Ordered, li*

Raw Material
Period-I Period-2

Stock-in-hand at the
beginning of period i, xi

Period-I Period-2

Tot~1 Cost
Ci (xi)

Period-I Period-2---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Cocoa powder 9 0 0 5 1154.44 0.00
Milk powder 9 0 0 5 805.46 0.00
P.L Oil 9 0 0 5 381.17 0.00
000 Hi 13 0 0 6 2231.85 0.00
Chocolate flavour 5 0 0 3 5137.31 0.00
GUI base 4 0 0 2 462.28 0.00
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

From the above solutions for the foreign purchased raw

materials, it is observed that the optimal purchase

scheduling policy for each of the raw materials (such as

cocoa powder, milk powder, vegetable oil, 000 HI, chocolate

flavour, gum base) is to place a single order at. the

beginning of the period-l for smooth continuation of

product ion throughout the year, .which wou Id caus e the

minimum cost of procurement.
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Ch.a.pter IX

CONCLUSION AND RECOI'lIIMENDATIONS
FOR FUTURE WORK.

9.1 CONCLUSIONS

On the basis of the analysis of the existing system of

production and the data available associated with

problems identified, the following conclusion6are drawn:

1. Managing an industrial unit like Mimi is seriously being

faced with difficulty in efficient and profitable

performance. The decision making process is subject to

irrationality resulting to inefficiency and poor
performance.

2. It was found that contemporary not even classical tools and

techniques of Industrial Engineering and management were

never used in the unit. Thus useful and effective decisions

based on rational choices could not be made but only to

resort to trial-and-error and rule of thumb.

3. The present research work was directed to explore the

possibility of applying Industrial Engineering Techniques in

decision making and industrial planning. The production

system was analysed and various weaknesses and faults of the

system were identified as follows:



i. weak management system

ii. lack of application of operations management techniques

a) operatioDal inefficiency

b) inefficient material procurement policy.

With the present operational policy the unit is not being

able to achieve a level of performance acceptable to any

standard.

4. Installation of a common air-conditioning room for both the

chocolate and chewing-gum section, could save about 50% of

cooling cost and more significantly could improve the

quality of products.

5. Installation of a return conveyer for the empty moulds could

save about one hour in each shift in the production

run,which could be utilized to produce one ,batch more per

day.

6. Installation of a continuous freezing tunnel through which

the empty moulds will run on the return conveyor

could save about one hour more in each shift of the

production run, which could be used to produce one batch

more per day.

7. The chocolate product line is presently in an unbalanced

condition due to deterioration of capacity of the

facilities. The freezer, one of the production facilities
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has passed ita useful life long before, there by lost its

capability by a greater extent.

8. The study has suggest~d that the production of chocolate

product could be increased by a minimum of about 2.25 times

the current production level. This would required a freezing

facility of three times the present capacity or other three

freezer having the same capacity of the existing one. One

more conching and one more stirring kettle - each having the

same capacity as the existing ones. This effort would remove

the bottleneck making the production line in a balanced

condition with greater productivity.

9. An excessive over employment of manpower exists in the

chocolate section. This increases the labour cost and hence

the production cost.

10. Using the existing facilities, capacity of the gum section

would permit increasing produ6tion level at least by two

times the present level.

11. Installation of an automatic wrapping machine of desired

capacity would double the productivity at least double

which would make the wrapping operation very efficient with

minimum human handling and reduction of labour cost by about

80% •.
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12. The scrap during cutting operation is about 17%, which

requires considerable rework. An automatic rolling cum

cutting machine could be installed for scrap reduction.

13. An effort was given to asses the future market demand of

products of mimi to know the market demand, which is

necessary for strategic planning to set-up a goal ahead.

Winters' method of forecasting was used to find the market

demand. However,it was found that market demand of chocolate

products is negligibly affected by the seasonal effect.

Forecasting was done for the next 12 months only. These

values were used to assess a level of production for maximum

profit .

14. An LP model was formulated for the optimum product-mix of

the mimi-products. Various restriction equations were

developed considering the constraints like minimum level of

demand (forecasted values), man-hours availability, machine-

hour availability, raw material requirement, plant capacity

etc. The objective functions were considered to be

profit maximization and sales maximization as presented in

chapter-7.

15. The LP model approach shows that the profit margin could be

increased significantly, from what could be obtained not

applying such an approach. Thus, a profit of Tk.19.94 lacs

earned In year 1988-89 could be compared to a profit of

Tk.28.48 lacs which could be earned if the LP model was
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used. This shows that a higher. profit by 47.81% could be
""

achieved if the company produces the amount of the specified

items given by the LP model in Table-7.5.

16. The results obtained by using the LP model was compared to

the factory's actual production figures of 1988-89. The

optimal production of mimi items proved to be much les.

(about 50% less) than the forecasted demand. This indicated

that it would be profitable to leave unutilized a certain

amount of machine hours due to bottle necking condition in

the chocolate production line or very high requirement of

labour-hours. This complexity could be mitigated through

BMRE of the whole production line as already mentioned in

Chapter-4.

17. Formulation of an optimum purchase scheduling policy for

some of the major raw materials was made. A periodic review

model instead of a single economic lot-size model was used.

As the demands are different from period to period, the EOQ

model can not ensure a minimum cost solution. A Dynamic

'programming technique was used for the above periodic review

model. For this purpose, number of periods was reduce to

three periods for local raw materials and only one period

for imported raw materials for minimum cost of procurement.

The purchase schedule is given in Table-8.13 and Table-8.14.
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9.2 RECOMMENDATIONS fOR fUTURE WORK:

The following are the areas of future work recommended for
more effective planning:

1. A through study of the marketing condition through broad
market survey to know the share of mimi-products.

2. A computer based information system could be of benefit to
the organization. Future work may be directed in exploring
the feasibility of installing an appropriate computer
system.

3. While analysing the results ofLP model in the present work
it was found that the suggested optimum production quantity
were around 150% of the forecasted market demand. In other
words the factory under study would produce only 50% of what
market would consume. This finding would suggest that
future works should be carried out to make a sansitivity
analysis. of the relevant restriction equations and at the
same time ascertain the market share of the enterprise. In
this regard the bottlenecks in the restricting resources
should be identified and balancing should be done.

3. While determining the optimum procurement scheduling policy.
the annual production period was divided into four ordering
intervals to find at what period what amount is to be
ordered at a minimum cost. A future work may be made on this
issue to decide the optimum number of ordering periods, for
this purpose a computer software may be developed.
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APPENDIX I
Common IE Techniques and Their Applications

Need Application IE Techniques Result
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Improvement
in
productivity

Assessment of
necessary
workers, labour
sarving

Operation
planning
improvement in
operation rate

- Time study
Work sampling
Human Engineering
Job analysis

- Time study
- Simulation
- PERT
- Operation
analysis

Improvement in produc-
tivity, reduction in
man-hours, improvement
in operation rate,
reduction in number of
personnel required,
shortened delivery time,
cost reduction, improve-
ment in the capabilities
of facilities, standar-
dization of work.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Improvement
of
equipment,
investment
in
efficiency

Layout

Equipment
Planning and
explanation of
the capacities
of facilities

Progress control
of equipment
construction

- Inventory theory
- Queueing theory
- Material handling
analysis
Statistical
linear
programming

- Flow analysis
- Engineering
economy

- Simulation.

PERT

Improvement in produc-
tivity, improvement in
operation rate,improve-
ment in capacities of
facilities, reduction
in inventory, elfective
utilization of spare,
improvement in yield,
reduction in cost.
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APPENDIX - I (Contd.)
Common IE Techniques and Their Applications

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Need Application IE Techniques Result

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Development
and
improvement
of labour

Setting up of
standards,
contract
investigation
of subordinate
company

Motivation

- Time study
- Job analysis
- Learning
curves

- Behavior
science

Reduction in no. of
personnel required,
standardization of
work, improvement of
working conditions,
improvement of morale,
reduction in cost
(improvement in
productivity and
quality) •

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Quality &
quantity
control

Material
planning

Inventory
control

Transport
planning

- Linear progra-
mming

- Simulation
- Value analysis
- Queueing theory

- Inventory theory
Statistical
method

- Time study
- Process analysis
- Data results
- Simulation of LP

Reduction in stock,
improvement in yield,
improvement in
quality, reduction in
cost.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Establish-
ment of
various
control
system

Production
control, process
control, equip-
ment control,
clerical work,
energy,
pollution.

Simulation
- Process analysis

Analysis 01 flow
- work design

Optimum scheduling,
standardization of work,
easy. control, arrange-
ment of control data,
simplified business
management, reduction
in cost

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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APPENDIX - I (Contd.)

Common IE Techniques and Their Applications

Need

Development
of new
products.
Expansion of
business
into new
markets

Others

Application

Forecast of
demand & supply,
developing
plans for new
products,
improvement of
circulation
system.

Work envil"onment
improvement,
pollution preven-
tives, improvement
of companies
concerned

IE Techniques

- LP
- PERT
- Theory of games
- Crentive thinking
method

- Forecasti ng
method

- All methods
mentioned
.above

Result

Shortened delivery
time, optimum
scheduling.
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A P PEN D I X - II

COMPUTER PROGRAMMES

COMPUTER PROGRAMME FOR WINTERS' METHOD
./
>'

This computer program uses Winters' method for
forecasting a time series of length n consisting of a
permanent component, an additive trend components, and a
multiplicative seasonal component. The length of the season
must be specified by the user. The program is capable of
optimizing the smoothing constants over specified ranges and
estimating the starting values of the model parameters from
the input data.

If smoothing constant optimization is desired, then the
user must identify the portion of the time series to be
analyzed in the optimization scheme. This segment is the
first nl «n) observations. The optimum combination of
smoothing constants are those values which result in a
minimum forecast error sum of squares for the firt nl
periods. The initial model parameters are estimated from the
first nl observations, if this option is utilized. If
initial model parameters are to be estimated, then nl must
be a multiple of the length of the season.

The last n - nl observations are used in a forecast
simulation. The forecast lead time must be specified by the
user. Output of this phase includes the forecast errors and
both smoothed error and cumulative error tracking signals.
The smoothing constant used in tracking signal computations
is arbitrarily set at 0.10.
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Input Data Preparation

Card I

Columns 1.- 3

Columns 4 - 6

Length of time series (integer, right
justified) .

Length of time series to be used in
model initialization and smoothing
constant calculations (integer, right
justified) .

Culumn 7 o if the smoothing constants are ,
specified by the user, or 1 if smooth-
ing constant optimization is desired.

Column 8

Columns 9 - 11

Columns 12 - 14

Card 2

o if the initial values of the model
parameters are specified by the user,
or 1 if the initial values of the
model parameters are estimated from the
data.

Length of the season (integer, right
justified) .

Forecast lead time (integer, right
justified).

If smoothing constants are specified by the user:
Columns 1 - 4

Columns 5 - 8

Columns 9 - 12

Smoothing constant for permanent
component (Alpha), F4.~ Format

Smoothing constant for trend component
(Beta)F4.2 Format

Smoothing constant for seasonal
component (Gamma), F4.2 Format .

.If smoothing constant optimization is desired (all F4.2
Format):

Columns I - 4

Columns 5 - 8

Columns 9 - 12

Columns 13 - 16

Columns 17 - 20

Lower limit for Alpha

Step size for Alpha

Upper limit for Beta

Lower limit for Beta

Step size for Beta
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Card 5:

Columns 1 - 4

Card 6:

Columns 1 - 4

Card 7:

Columns 1 - 4

Card L + 5:

Columns 1 - 4

Initial value of the trend component,
F4.2 Format.

Initial seasonal factor, 1st period,
F4.2 Format.

Initial seasonal factor, 2nd period,
F4.2 Format.

Initial seasonal factor, Lth period,
F4.2 Format.

;":'-~cy
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Columns 21 - 24

Columns 25 - 28

Columns 29 - 32

Columns 33 - 36

Upper limit for Beta

Lower limit for Gamma

Step size for Gamma

Upper limit for Gamma

Caution: The program tries all possible combinations of

smoothing constants, and unless the ranges and step sizes

are carefully chosen a .large number of relatively

uniformative calculations will be made. For example, if you

specify the range of each smoothing constant as 0.00 to 0.99

in steps of 0.01, then (100)3 or 1,000,000 trials will be

made. It is better to use a coarse grid at first, and made a

second run (if necessary) with a fine grid restricted to a

narrow interval.

Card 3 Data Cards

Enter the data, 10 observat ions per card in F8.2. Format,

beginning with the first observation. Use as many cards as
necessary.

If initial values of the model parameters (permanent

.component, trend, and L seasonal factors) are specified by

the user, the following additional cards are required:

Card 4:

Columns 1 - 4 Initial value of the permanent value,
F4.2 Format.
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'1 f=UR."1Af( 'r")' ,2DX,'r~.J!Tr"'\L Tr.r::~:") CO'11"l;.I':".P---::' ,r:l0.ft)
r)'l l'l I=l,L

to IJR!TC(l,ll)[,StI}
11 r-f)~!1;'T( ,r)' .~r)X.'I"'I"':Tr'\L 5::;\:)I.1:J.\l r.\[T y~ :-'.1R !lr~p,!'l')',r~'\,iX,'=',

::'Flu./t)
GJ fl) 2~

11 \, In T '0{ 1 , I 1)
1.1 FT~ ~1;\rt 1'1', ') x, I I ~JITI :'L V'\L ur: '-} '11=. T : it:: ,}f':!~'~!,f.,I~'1T,TR.:-:'l~ A~~D s r:A5']

::=Hi\L ':lJ"P'll'J!.:,T'''S TfJ "l[ ::::r;TI'l'\Tf:i) F?U 1 Ti-L: ~)\T:\.')
KI(=Nl/L
,\,;n fI, l 1 , Itl 'II , Kf:

1ft <::UR'1-'f('')'/,i)X,'TH': j7.Ir,ST',Il,tx,'p[n,I'F1~' 'IF 'lAr.., '.4'--HCH Cf]P,RESo
:::flilD TD-',.r;~,lX,tS':A~]iJ) \~rLl T1L: U~r:l'"")'l
RL=L
J l= l
.J 2=L
I:] 1/) !=l,KK
V ([ ) = U .l)
r),1 1'i J=,J[ ,J.'

lr, VIII=VII)'XIJ)

1e,1



FILE: FUI\C 5T

V(II='iII)/~L
Jl=J(~ •.l
J{~=Jl+l-l

if> (cl'ITINUE
RR=.'II-L
~U=I'i(KKJ-V(IIJ/RR
AU=VIII-f(L/2":");j
.11=0
DO 13 I=1,KK
D'] 17 ,J=ltL
JT=J >Jl~'L
RJ=J

17 F F I I ,J I =X ( .n I /1 '/ ( I 1- f ( I RL + 1 .0) /2.:J )- r,.I P flO I
.11=.11>1

.1~ cornlNuE
~U/1S=:O.O
RI(K= KI(
DLl 20 J=l,L
S'JI1=0.0
0'] 19 1= 1 , KK

19 SU~=SUM>FF(I,J)
SI J 1=3U.'VRKK

20 Su~s=surlS>SIJJ
\/KIT[,( 1,3) AI]

I~RI IE f ) .91 iJ[J
OU 21 j=I,L
SIUl=SfJJ*IRL/SUMSJ
,.WEIJ)=;.(j)

21 HRIT"l3,IIIJ,S(,Jl
,22 IF(KS.~Q.O)GO TO 32

WRITE D, D I
23 ['DRI1ATI////'l' ;10;(, ';."I'JOTHHIG C'.l">TA'n :lPTHIlATIfJN ",')UTINE'I

\iR ITE (:3, 2ft)

2't FUHI1J\TC ,r,. ,11X, 'ALoHA', l'1)(,'~r:TA', lOX, 'GM.1,'1,\' ,lOX, 'Rt::S IrJUALSut1
:;tOr- ':;r:JU"I~-::S.'/)

C
C**:::5 EARC I,~ FDH oP T I t1U:1 VAL UE:; ::;:~:::::::::~:,;:::::::::::::::::::::::::,~::-::.:::::::::,::::':;:::::::':::::::::::::::::::::;:::::::::::,:::::':::::::':;::::
C

KA=(AU-ALI/AO+l.0
Kll=(~U-~L)/~O>l.n
KG=IGIJ-GL1/r;r]>1.0
AA=4L

. AlIEST=O.(l
fllEST=O.n
GLI"ST=O.Q
EBEST=I.0E>3R
DC) )(J !l=hI(A
O:'H' ;1A A~.I. (J- AA
8IJ=OL
[)'J 2q !J=l,K'1
OiJEM10=1.O-()O
f;G::; G L
00 21) IK=l,K,'-;'
n~ 205 IL=l,L

205 S( III =SAVEIILl



FILE: FOReST

25

26

27

" ,'28

29
30

31
32
33

)4

nt4E!1GG-=1. rJ-GI";
,\1 1l=,\A';'{ Xl 1 I/,?{ 1I 1.'VI,:11A,~';q ,\'J+IVJ)
B(I)=3BClAlll~\Ul+Oi~'1!JBC"O
S ( 1 ) =GG'~ I XlI )IA( 1 I ) • '1 Ir:'1 Gv;, ';( I )
XHAT= (A( 1) +Xl PO l Il Ps 11+l T I
~=(Xll+LTI-XHATlcc~
I){J 2.r, I= 2. , III
Il=i100{[,ll
1Ft Il.~:).O) IL=L
A( I 1= AAc l X ( [ I IS ( I L I ) +'TJ '=' 1,\A':' ( A( I-I ). i1( 1- 1 I I

' Ell I ) = !Jll~' (A ( I l-,\ l I-I ) ).l'~,,:i'HlIJ':'l,J ( I-I )
S ( ILl = GG':' ( X( I ) I A( I ) ) +0',1E" GG':'S l I U
IllT=Il+LT
[F(ILLT.GT.ll ILLT~[LLT-l
XH,\T=IA(I)+XLPBI II )':'S( ILLTI
E=E+(XII+LT)-XHATlccz
~RITE{1,~7)AA,~!J,GG,E
FORHATlHX,FIO.4,5X,FI0.4,5X,FI0.4,15X,E15.71
IFlE.GE.EBEST) GO TO 2~
ALPHA=AA
BETA=[)[l
GAr1i'1 A.-::GG
ECIEST=E
GG"::'GG "GO
';:}B=[IIJ+fll)
AA= ,\ '\ +AD
HRI n: l:l, 31)
F'Jr.:1!1 Tl'O' ,lOX. 'TH':: DPTI'~U'I S'I:VJTIH'lG r:rJNST,\NTS A:l~' I
IF{KS.EQ.o) WRITEl),3)
FOR'1ATl'O',IOX,'THE SMOOTHING CO"lSTAins YlE SPECIFlf:D AS')
',~RI TE ( ) , Vt I IIL PH II , BET A , 'SA'HI \
F'J'l"1ATl' 0' ,l'lX,' AL~HA=' ,I' lo.t,,5X, 'lET,\= ',FI0.4,5X, 'G"""'1.\=' ,FI0~41
IF(Nl.EQ.O) Ml=L '

c
c
c
c ,~,~~":":":'HJ HEC.\ :; T ;, I THUn T t WH 1 '; '1f) 0 Tij I ;'J G UJ ' J ') :rA'I:r :; ,:,,;,,:,,:,,;,,;,,:,,:,,:,,:,,:,,:,,:,,:,,;,,:,,:,,:,,;,,:,,:,~,
C
C
C

lliJ 31)S [L=l,L
)05 ';lIL)=SAVE(IL)

OIJEI'L\A=l, 'l-\LPHA
1)IHc"tl,1=1.0-IJFTA
ONF/1GG= 1.0-GA'1'1A
A( 1 ) = ALP IIA':' l X I 1 II S ( 1 ) I +O'J i::'~,\ '\'I' I Arl+ 'I 0 I
'1 ( [ ) = !:lE T ,\ 'I, I ,q 1 ) - A 0 I • 'J I J;: !,n :}'I, IHJ
5( I) =GM1'IA';'1 x (ll/All) )+OjH::r,lGr,'~,Sl 1)
r:lll=(All)'XLTCR(11)~:;{LT'11
SSlll=')lll
1'1'1'( l>Lf)=F( 1)
Il ( 1 +L Tl =X I 1 +LT J - F { 1 I
Rl 1 )=0,0
S.'JMSQ=R( 11~;c;>
XMAD=A%( R{ [II

183



FILE: F'l'"(C ST r-Of~rRI\'l '\1 l!j:-:T Cfl'lruTr~D, CL:"~',:T~E, n!i'\KI\ C'~~(/tJ)l-Lf)2)

'U JI\ I,~2,iJI
IL~"'QJI I,Ll
IFIIL.cO.OI [LoL

3S AI II oALrll,\':'IXITI/5f IL' )+'):10',1;\,\.:'( \1 1-II'JI I-I) I
~ ( [ 10 JE TA':' I AI I I - A ( 1-1 ) I ,'V, Ei1~ '1':' e I I - I ,
S I I L 1= GMli'l A" I XI I I / A I I I ) +]!J C '1r;~ ':' 'i! [L I
SSIII~Sllll
ILLT=[L+LT
11'( ILLT.Gr.Ll ILL T~ILlT-L
F ( I I = I AI II • XLT'n I [I P'il [L LTl
FFn( I +LTl=FI II
P'IT+LrJ=X( I+LTI-c( II
SUf.1= SU',~.•.p' ( ~ J
X11AQ = XI,),I fJ+ ,\ IjS I ~ I [ I )

36 SUMSO=SUI1SQ+RIII**2
fll] 306 I=I,LT

306 FF,~I [ 1=0
J=NI+I

c
c
c
c
C
c*:;::::***::::::::: :::5 T An T THE F fJREC l\ S T I r~G Pl.' 1\ S "E';:':: :::::;:::~:: ::::::::::';::::::::::::::;:::::;,:;::::=:::::* ::::';::';::::::=*:::::'::::::::::::
c

'11] 33 1= J , 'I
IL='1001 I,Ll
IFIIL.LE.OIIL=L

)7 FfPIII=I'III-LTl+XLH'lll-LTIP';!ILI
A( I I = ,\L rHA* ( f FP { I 1/ S I I L I I" Oij E"~;\4.:'1 A( I-'ll +" ( I-I I I
'11 TI=1[TA',(A( [1-AII-lll.,;.p"'I'n'~,,( I-II
SIILI=GA~MA*(FFrIII/AIIII+O~EMr;G*S(ILI

38 SS( I )~S(!Ll
\iRTTE()0391

39 FIJRll.\TI////'I',25X,'OUTPUT OF THE !'HTIAllZATION PH,ISE'//)
IjR I TEl 3 , 'tt) I

40 FrJ~!1AT( '0' ,Inx,' ;JERlnD' ,?x, 'iJ8SEP.V,'\TrON' ,2X,'pr:Rf~,,"l;:::\Jr COi'4PONENT',
:;:2X". 'TRF:tJO',2X, '5EA~ON.-\l FACT'Jr{' ,2X, 'FrTT~O ~1!JDr:l' ,2X, 'RESIDUAL'/)
DIJ4I I=I.NI

1,1~ IT EI 3 , 'tZ ) T , X( I ) , II ( I I , g I I I • SS ( ! I , F" P ( I , ,~ I ! I
42 FOltMAT(10X,!],4X,Fl~.4,lOX,FlJ.4,2X,~lQ.4,3X,FlO.4,]X,FIO~4~2X,

"'f'10.4 I
41 CllNTI!HJE

T=!j I
AVE~S',HVT
VAR=ISU'1SQ-T*AVE~~2)/(r-l.n)
STJ=S'jRTI V~~I
X:1ACJ=X~'Afl/T
!'/RITE (J,',3) S'lf",\'lE.V~I\, ST/)

43 r-OR.'~AT{ '0' ,5X. 'SU:1 l)r- R:ESrn'.Jb.LS'=' ,r10.'t.5X, 'AV~qAG:: RESIDUAL='.
~:':FIO.'•./"lX, ,lfARIA!4[E=' ,E1.0.4, 5X." STA,"JDARO DEVIATIO~~=' ,FIO.4)
W~ITE(].44) Xi1~D

44 FUR:1AT( 'O',:;X,'.1f,\~'J .'~]:;IJL'JTE OcVrATl'1'~=' ,rIO.'t)
K TR = 0
STfJ:1= STD':' (-2,0 I

••



FILE,' FO'-CST

S TO:::,~ .0';::; TO
:'ILl t'tS I=l,Nl
IF(R( Il .r.T.STD.o~.r,( I) .LT.STO'" l KTR=I\TR+t

45 CDiHINUE
'I~RlT[ 13,',6) KTR

46 FO~"'1AT('O'.6X,t,q!P.F'E~5 f)": ~::Slry\J"L; C:X'=,:,=OllJG -P~fJ STAi~OAqO DJ::VIATI
':'Oi~5=', UIIIIl
I-jRIT[(.1,'.1J

47 F tJ R \1 ,"'T ( • 1 • ,. 20 X • ' 'J UT;) t IT IV:: r: 1 Hl. C '\ ') T I :r; P 4 '\ S E • II }
t../~rTr:{J,{t.g) L,LT

4B r:iJJ=tI~AT( 'I)' ,11:<. 'LE~'JGrH OF THr;: SEI\'..iIO!.J 1:;', f3,IX ,'r~!{ItJl).>' ,2X, :FUR
*ECAST lEAD TIM': T3',IZ,.lX,'PE:tT015')
I~F\lTF(3,lt91

't '"} F o~M4.T ( 'l) ••• r t: q T !l i1' , 1 X. ,'''' ': r,,~.1.' ['J r,::! JT C :J~-!'J:). JEN T' , 3 X , , T P,EJ'ID ' , "3X , ' S E l\ S 0
*liAI_FACTnR',JX,'FO~FC,\~T')
rc:=o.o
DJ 5 1 I:::J • r.,
FC=Fc+rr-fl{ I)

5 1. "R IT F( 3 • r, Z ) I. ,\ ( I I • '3 I I ) , '; 'i ( I ) , f' FP ( I I
5 ,~ r D RI1 A T ( 3 X ~ I 3" 6X , '- 1()• 't , ') X, FlO. {t- , 7 X , := 1O. 4 , 5 X , FlO. (t )

wnrrEC.:\t5))' STD
53 FU!H1AT( lOX, '$TANOA!1D ~J:=VL\Tlr:.'~-=t ,F10.4)

FCC= I SUt1! Z I +FC
\;RIT"Il,~(tl FCC

51, FUI\'IATllOX, 'FORECAST F'lR TH', ,IEXT lZ :n:JTHS=' ,F10.'tI
C
C
C,
C

STOP
F'W



36 2'tll I,~ I
0.310.010.310.000.010.040.000.010.04
756~.QO 917?CO 1121.'0 ~609.nC

12511.00 Id~17.10 7~1a.oa 11~S.00
1492.00 1402].00 IIOOZ.OO 119&9.00
9216.00 10306.00 13147.00 00.00

00.00 00.00 CO.O~ O~.J0
00.00

6 C) 't I • D ,)
9IG8.CO

11164.00
oO.n)
,10.00

JO'3'?r]l'J
:3730.0'J
12'i34.00

00.00
00.00

Inl96.00
119'i4.00
1:l786 .OC

00.00
00.00



1-1I-<"I '<;,./\\l ,'II \il)I:1 _ I'\'II)(~\ Ci::Hpr:, I1H!\KA (,"tS{/,3JI-LQ21

,':

"
:':

~:

* .',
,':

*1,:

p~r~T ~~Jl,YOPT['1AL SUL_UTIDN
p,InI ~LL SlLUII[J~S (IS)

T[TI_E lES~RIPTTON ~F THE PROBLEM ~
USIH:; ,\~JY CILI\Q,ACTE~S IN t<:r:VPUNCH ,;:
~::: elL U'-'t'-I 1 t'i!lS T flE L r: FT I1LA 'JK ~:~: I::

r~ ~!U~)fqOF CO~ST~AI~TS CI5) *
K N~~lE~ OF VAR!~1LES 1151 0
r,IL::-T \J'J~.1!~L:r ilf <1R= CY,JSTRAt~lTS (I5)'~:
'.IS!,I ~~:11"R QF >1,= :J'ISTP.4INISII51 ':'
nET ~U'1]r,O, 1E = C[J~ST,\l'ITS 1151 ,',
~.JTYP~ 0 nr~'H'Hl4TTi)'~ p::[n3L[~ 1,:

,l ~~XI'1IT4TIQ~ D~JBLE~(I51 0

t,:

,-, SETS JC ~Arl,ClS, 'l!l~ SET FOP. ~"C~f CfJ~-ISTRAINT!':
!,:

J CDEFFICIE~r~ ~F C~r~STQAr~IT :
r'J'./Cq ?Ot.lWIJ[ T'j QFtl'J.n r:l0~.1A.T

IF K>B, ~D~Tr~JE IN ~I[XT C~~D •

CJLS 1-10 C!]!)~{!) 0 Te <rl~~ Cl~ST~~I~!T .~
1 IF >O~= [DNSTRhI~tT ~
2 I~: '::: :::1~I:;TD.IJ,.Ii'1T (r l.O) ~:

11:"20 [\(1) :::L.l",l~T\'!T ['.1 [Dr'i<.;r~,I\I~'JT r (FIO .•01 t,:

CA~J ~ COLS 1- 5
t)-! [)

lI-l',
l~)-?O
21-.:'5
2~)-lf)

CAU I COl.S 2-'30

CA"O I

Ct\~[) [+1
AI I,J)'

C4RD I'I
:(J) C1ST C:JErFfCI['II, 'Je :J'\JC:TIVE =U',CTF1N

PUNCfI RDWWrSE I~ srlO.O EO~M4T
IE K>B, CD~TI~:JC IN NEXT C'RD •

CI\~O l
:OLS 1-5 ~OrT 0

1

T] SDLVE ',IT:::: THMJ ']'IE °FH\LC'\ 4T A TI'~E. ","PEALE (,
SEJUE'JCE, A"J~ ~ThC~ THF D~TA J~~ JEHI~Jn TH~ OT~'F~ ~

C4L:UL,\IC 4\IU PRI'IT 0

:: r'iIS r).~JS;{~~1IS fJ~S[Cf;JU) Tel SllLV:.: !\IJY Llf'J~:l\R. p~,Jr;~6,MMIN::' I.E)[)r:L~{
1'.IOOEL ur T] Z'5 CJ.\J::;TR,\I~-lTS Ai-If) 7~ V,\fl.Jr,f1LFS I'l~lUDING SlACK~ ~~
SUR P L 'J S, .\; J;) .\ R T I r=- 1 ::: 1 J\ L V \"". r !\ :1.L :: ',. L.\ '-' .:; r 0. n:l: J r', L r: "1S C '\ ~.I IJ::: ,':
SOLV;::O flY CHo.\JGT,"~G Ti-P: CllP-t{~:SPLJ\J:)r'jr; 1.!jJ'~G[~S J\J T4::: nr'1Er~SIO:.J~:
4ND :O'1i1D~ SI4TEI.1E'H5 1',1 TIIC "1,\ 1111. UIE 45 ,ICLL 45 I"j THE SLJEJ- ,.
ROUTI'J[S S:;A'~TV ;\~'JI) SY""LX. .'.

TliE PRJ~~AM SUPPLI~S THE N~C~S~ARY Sl~CKtSU?rLUSt AN9 ~
4~TrFI:IAL VA~J~1LES. IT WIL~ TRF~T ~[~IIMI!~Tll'1.AS WELL *
AS ~.jl\XI'.~Il/l,TT:J'~ PI-;;11lL'\~. r:l\C,.j C:l:)T C.lrFICr:=:~JT :.1UST 8E :::
LESS I~A~ 100 IN 49S0LUTE V~LUE. *

""

':= SUB~JIJTI'Ji: SSARTV S:JP~Llr:S SLf,C<:. SI,r;\!"IIJ~J' tr.,rllJ A~TlrrCIAL
':~ VARI4nLES.
.~ SLJ!3"ULJll~E SU1Pl.X J1ES TH': ',.I'H~ DE nr SI'IPLEX 4L~I)RIT'l'1.

~. IT IS DESIG~EO
., I) RCA)

.;:

."
::
'.
,:,:

"

.~:

::
'::
"

"

:'
.',

'.

'.

.,.

.',
,;:
-:::

"

~:

~:

" I :I','

C

C
C
C
C

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C'
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
.C
C
C
.C.
C
C

187



c
C
C
C
C

'.

"',.,"', "J.. ,'t;'.1 \'"./-" U'l_' l.t:'jll-<;';:, 'Ir1'\I\.~\ \..,-'I.J\'t-,_1l-Lui:l

1rTHIAl '1,ILlJE n~ THe ]",J!'CTf'lE f'1J'ICTIn'1
THE SUBC1!rT DE THE q'SIC '1A~I!llES I~ rHE
OPTIMAL BASrC f'EASlnlE SOlIJTIO~
TH=:' VAL!J::=' f)r- TH1':": j~.l\sr:: V,,\pr!\!')Lc~

50
10

15

'ZO

30

40

55

51

;52
~5

36

35
3.~

.)7
39

C
150

CO~!101~ '1l3"),CI76), COOEI3") ,KPl,'~PI,!hK,'1,'JGET,'JlET,~ET,NTYPE,
.NPlf~C,~Cl,I~DEX~,I~ll~XL,rNl~XF,'I~LA~,n~SIcs,CPTS)L,SU~~,~JDr
I~nE:;ER. CODE, .xn, BASICS, nrrSr"lL
CHARACTER TlrlC~.U
OP1ENSIJ'J Al 3't076) ,x'11 J(,)
JPEN IUNIT=l,FIlE='I~' ,SfATlJS='OlD')
OPEN IU~IT=3,FIlE='DlJT' ,STAT']S='NE:.j')
'.EAJI lolO,E~J=~')UOJ TfTle
cO~'1ATIABOI
WRlrE(3,15J rITlF
FORMAn'l' ,ABO,II)
.~EA.D( t,20) r"l, ,K, r'lLET, NGET, i'I~:T, \lTYPr=
FD~'~An515)
')D25I=1,~
REAOlldO! CJOF(I), 3(1)
i'D1"ATl IIO,FIO.O)
1EADI l,2~) 1.11 !oJ) ,J" l,K)
FOR~ATI?F8.Z)
COH rrUE
RE~1(l,29) (C(J), J= I,K)
WRIlEI3,40)
FJ~'1ATI5X, 'THE ORIGINAL COEFFICIE~TS OF THF CONSTRAl~TS',1115X,

"CJOF 0 ==> COR= CONSTRAINT',/15X,'CDDc 1 ==> >~R= CONSTRAINT',
+/15X,'CJDE Z ==> = CJNSTRAINT',II)
~RITE 13,55)
" J R '1AT I ' I . CCJJ E Cml S TAN T ,\ I J ,1) AI I , Z) ~ I J , 3 I A I I , ") A I I , 5 I ,A. 1 I • 6 " .

.A(I,7) AII,B)',/l
JO "5 1= 10 '.1'
WP.ITF (3,51) I, COfJEII), 3(1)
FJ'."IATI 13,I'"F1Z.2)
~RIT~ (3,52)(AII,J), J= 1, KI
F{]:Z"~T( t f.' ,1 SX,Sf12.Z,/( 16X,BF] .:.2»)
C[J~T UIUE
IFINTYPE.NE.J) SO TO 3'
w-J~.[T[(3,36)
FD~~ATII15X.'T~E COEFFC!ENTS I~ T~E ORIGIN~l D8JFCTI'IE FUNCTION
.re] BE ~ll'II'nlEfJ 'IRE:',1l

::;r:J f1 ."7
W.RI TEI3,3B)
FDR.'1AT(115X,'THE CnEFFlCTE~ITS HI THE :].'U[;PoJAl D'1JECTI'IE FUNCTION

•. T J ~H.:." 1\ X r ,'.l[ z. EO .1\ I-:F:: ' ,/ )
~:<lrE(3039)(C(JI,J= I,K)
FOR"IATll6X,g=g.Z/16X,gF8.Z)
'.[ADIl,201'-1O'T

CALL SSAKTV( A,X3)
IFIlcLA.;.EQ.l) GO TU 50
""SICS = 0
JPTSDl = 0
~?lTf'13rl601

1&>

;:It.~D
C0



, '" I "'~. •.•• L 'U'.! ~.,,'Ir ')1 _ 'C. llt.I:, ,1,1'\1"\~~ L lJ\'tJ_lJ-L ..JC,I

160

220
230

200~

F [P '.\~ T I / / I
: ALL :; I 'W L X I ~ , Xl)
rF{NFLA;.!:::J.l.]~.~JFI_I\~.F:) .•?) en T') 50
IF(NfYPE.ECJ.l) ,~n T;J Z?O
SU'~ = - SU.'1
\,RI[EP,Z30) S~J~
~J{.'~AT(lOX,'.lPTI:"\AL Ij."-LIJ:: ,!;- T'-IG .),~I--;I'-J,\L n~).JE:::fT'J'J=: r-UrJCTIDt'J IS',

+FlZ.2l
~.O TO 50
STJP
E'O
SUB~JUTINE SSARTVIA,Xl)

3

6

6'1
150

5

C" SSARTV "'I
C ::' A SUeR-JUTI'!!:: rqAT SlJPDLli-S T'--1F :;l~\CK,SI.JP.PLUS,t\~lD ""RTIFICIALl:~1
C ~ VI.\f\I.I\f~LES ~-lcEf)~1 Til pr:!,:r:~~I" s T "~PL;-::-X ~lC-TI-t:ln. :::;
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